By Jo Leovy

Minidome
Site Selected

Tacoma City Council members
chose Hawthorne as the site for
Tacoma's new minidome. The Oct.
28 decision followed weeks of
controversy between supporters of
three sites: Hawthorne, downtown,
and an area near Cheney Stadium.
The minidome will sit on a 45-acre
lot just off 1-5, south of the Port of
Tacoma.
Mayor Mike Parker commented to
the Trail that the Hawthorne district
is the best site overall. The largest
and most expensive of the three possible sites, it has room for 3000
parking spaces. Easy freeway access
and visibility to people driving into
Tacoma are other advantages. On
the nagative side, the minidome will
destroy 181 historical old homes,
forcing 376 citizens to move. Many
of these households are low income.
In addition the area must be rezoned
and an environmental impact statement suggested that a Hawthorne
minidome could compete with
downtown development and activities.
Although possible lawsuits from
Hawthorne residents could delay or
kill the project, Parker stated, "I expected to be sued from whichever
site was selected." Locating the
dome downtown would have
involved relocating about 15 businesses, and most planners believed
that parking facilities on the 9-acre
downtown site would have been
inadequate. The Council dismissed
the Cheney site because of its distance from central Tacoma and lack
of supporting facilities such as restaurants and hotels.
The minidome, scheduled for completion Jan. 1, 1983, is funded by a
$28 million bond approved by voters
last spring. Interest on the bond will
raise its value to $32 million and
some federal funds may also be
available. The facility will house
every major sport except baseball,
as well as conventions, boat and
home shows, and other special

events. According to Parker, a marketing analysis which favored the
Hawthorne site said the facility
would be "virtually full." He mentioned that the dome could support
a hockey or soccer franchise.
The council will select a proposal
and contractor in mid-February. Of
the three proposals under consideration two are dome-shaped, and the
other is a cube.
Parker was pleased that the Council "made the (site) decision in the
time we had allocated." He hopes
for community support of the controversial decision. Citing a letter he
received from the Chamber of
Commerce stating that "while they
didn't agree with the site selection
they would now back us 100°/°,"
Parker said, "We're starting to bring
people back together."
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Author Promotes New Book

Brautigan Speaks at UPS
Author Richard Brautigan returned
to his home town Monday night for
the first time in 36 years to speak at
Kilworth Chapel as part of a promotional tour for his new book, The
Tokyo-Montana Express. To an audience of 200 he read various selections
from his works, beginning with his

Stuckey to Retire
Lloyd C. Stuckey, majority responsible for the completion of two
physical expansion projects at the
University of Puget Sound since
1978, the Norton Clapp Law Center,
and the renovated UPS Field house,
will retire from the institution in
December.
The announcement was made
Friday by University President Philip
M. Phibbs as he addressed the
University Board of Trustees during
its annual meeting. Members of the
board paused during the meeting to
recognize Stuckey's "tremendous
dedication" during his ten years of
service to UPS.
Stuckey leaves his post of vice
president for project management to
become associate director of the
Western Association of College and
University Business Officers'
Business Management Institute. He
commences his new job on the
Stanford University campus, Jan. 1,
1981.

The Nobel-prize laureate Dr. Linus Pauling is scheduled to
appear at UPS on Sunday, November 16th, in the Fieldhouse.

Prior to becoming vice president
for project management in 1978,
Stuckey served for eight years as financial vice president at UPS. He
came to UPS from the University of
the Pacific, Stockton, Calif., where
he was controller from 1959-1970.
A 1948 graduate in business administration from Pacific, Stuckey
was awarded an honorary doctoral
degree from Morningside College,
Sioux City, Iowa, in 1978.
Stuckey has been active in
WACUBO since 1960, serving as
annual meeting host (1965), recorder
and publisher of proceedings (1965),
treasurer and member of the executive committee (1974-75) and
chairman of the entertainment
committee for the annual meeting
host committee (1977).
As
Business
Management
Institute associate director, the UPS
administrator will have primary
responsibility for operation of the InPlease turn to page 15, col.3

early poems and finishing with excerpts from his new novel. .Ind afterwards he answered questions and
autographed books
Brautigan, announcing that the
subject matter (sexual references
and the "F-word") might be
offensive to some, proceeded to
read from The Pill Vs. The Springhill
Mine Disaster, a short collection of
poetry. Although both audience and
author found most of the works humorous, a few were received in
reflective silence, including the
poem from which the title is taken:
"When you take the pill it's like a
mine disaster; I think of all the
people lost inside of you." Only
with effort did Brautigan keep from
snickering through "California Institute of Technology" (I don't care
how god damn smart these guys are;
I'm bored) and "Critical Can
Opener" ("There's something wrong
with this poem; can you find it? - 1,
both of which drew appreciative
laughs from the listeners.

Continuing with selections from
Rommel Drives on Deep Into Egypt,
Loading Mercury With a Pitchfork,
and June 30, June 30, Brautigan kept
the audience entertained with a mixture of profanity, "20th century love
poems," and insights into human
nature, American society, and
Japan. "What I feel about life I put
in my books," he stated; the selections
read were representative of his main
themes: isolation and alienation in
love and society. His feelings are
summed in a line from Autobiogr a
phy: "Godforsaken is beautiful too."
Brautigan read nothing from his
more well-known works,
In
Watermelon Sugar and Trout Fishing
in America, but concluded the readings with a comical passage about
the telephone company from TokyoMontana Express.
Answering
questions from the audience, he
revealed that one of his works is to
be made into a movie in the near
future. He himself is interested in
film-making and plans to study film

Please turn to page 13, cal 1
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From the Editor:
By Lisa Martin

More Sour Notes on Liberal Arts

A few weeks ago, Assistant Editor
David Smith wrote an editorial entitled "Sour Reflection on Liberal
Arts." That editorial generally challenged the specialization aspects of
the Music Department, and
questioned whether this type of education was a true reflection of "liberal arts." There is one point I would
like to add to David's observations.
It was brought to my attention that
several Music Professors advise their
students to take and work for "Cs" in
the "easiest possible" core curriculum courses so that they may have
more time to practice. This fact, in
and of itself, demonstrates a complete lack of commitment to liberal
arts education.
The Music Department, however,
is not the subject of this editorial. It
is my judgement that the Music Department is simply one example of a
general lack of commitment to the
liberal arts which currently pervades
this institution. Any attempt at specialization on an undergraduate
level alienates the liberal arts tradition, and it is my opinion that all segments of this University have a tendency to operate as though they
were in a vacuum. Students drawn
to those various segments are forced
to isolate themselves from all other
areas of the campus, and specialization hecomes inevitable.

This University does a good job (at
least on an administrative level) of
paying lip-service to the liberal arts
tradition and an "education for a
lifetime." This attempt to convince
external entities of the University's
"sincerity" was never more clear to
me than watching the various activities in which the Board of Trustees
engaged themselves during their
meeting two weeks ago. An
overwhelming concern was public
relations, as reflected by the
constant worry about this University's "image" in the community.
Afterall, we must please all the
special interest groups that supply
the money, mustn't we? Thus, the liberal arts tradition is compromised
and often sacrificed to special interest groups which necessitate specialization. There is obviously a lack of
integrity in this attitude and educational departments become victims
of this behavior. However, whether
they realize it or not, students are
the real victims.
Another aspect of this constant
lip-service which intrigued me at the
beginning of the year was the hiring
of a Business School Director who
has a degree in English. At first, this
seemed like a positive thing to me.
And furthermore, the new Business
School Director holds the opinion
that Business students should not

major in Business, but should rather
pick an area which is closer to the
humanities. This also seemed, at the
time, a positive move towards
liberal arts concerns.
I am sure having a Business
School Director with an English degree is a feather in President Philip
Phibb's "liberal arts" cap. However,
I have reached a point of acute skepticism; my original optimistic stand
has altered for several reasons. One
interest of the Business School (and
every department) is expansion, and
thus the Director violates, by his
own choice and actions, the personal principles he supposedly stands
for. The University hires a Business
School Director with an English degree and that looks fine on paper.
But without a general all-inclusive
change of University policy concerning liberal arts, the Director is forced
to perform the same functions as
any Business School Director, with
or without his English degree. And
regardless whether or not he feels
students should not major in Business, the Director must act in the interests of the Business School. This,
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Analysis:

Last Word on Elections
Afterthoughts
(UPI) So the election is over and
everyone's a morning-after analysis.
Now, it seems everyone knew
Reagan would win.
But no one — not a single political
expert, not even Ronald Reagan's
own people — could have predicted
how easy he would make it look. It
was supposed to be close — very
close. And even if Reagan won, he
was expected to face the same
problem other recent Republican
Presidents have faced — a hostile
Congress, controlled by Democrats.
It didn't work out that way.
Not only did Reagan wrest the
Presidency from Jimmy Carter with a
thumping solid popular-vote
majority; he also won all but a halfdozen states and collected nearly
ten times as many votes as Carter in
the all-important electoral college.
And while the disgruntled voters
of America were handing the White
House to Reagan, they turned the
Senate to the Republican Party, and
gave the GOP a big boost in the
House for good measure.
It was, in short, the kind of
political turnaround that (in more
ways than one) demands comparison
with the Democratic blockbuster in
1932.
That was the last time a
challenger defeated a first-term
President, and it came at a time of
economic downturn at home and
widespread political turmoil

In that
throughout the world.
election, Franklin D. Roosevelt and
his New Deal dumped Republican
President Herbert Hoover out of
office, and set the stage for
Democratic domination of the
American political scene for nearly
half a century.
No one can say whether the
election of 1980 will be viewed as so
dramatic a political benchmark in
decades to come. But few will
doubt that there will be some big
changes for America during at least
the next four years.
What About Reagan?
A question on millions of minds:
What kind of President will Ronald
Please turn to page 15, col. 3
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in my opinion, is not in the interest
of liberal arts, but rather demonstrates University hypocrisy.
.Secondly, when asked why, in light
of his personal beliefs, he wanted to
be the Business School Director, the
Director replied that he was filling a
demand. I question the integrity of a
man who sees himself as filling a
demand. I will admit that this may
be an appropriate business attitude,
but is it a liberal arts attitude?
It is impossible to take UPS out of
the context of this society as a
whole. And frankly, this society
does not have much interest in the
liberal arts tradition (nowhere
reflected better than in Tuesday's
right-wing conservative landslide).
However, I would hope that this institution would be able to take a
firm stand on its liberal arts
principles, and thereby fulfill its
commitment to the students. But I
suppose that is impossible when
departments are controlled by an
administrative policy which is bent
on compromising itself to special
interests, and whose foremost goal is
the maintenance of the University's
"image."
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Perkins
Defends Actions

To the Editor and Students:
It has been stated that criticism is
often necessary for growth and improvement. I think that last week's
editorial raises a very valid point.
The traditional method of voter tabulation is clearly undesirable.
Governance Committee is currently
reviewing the By-Laws, so I am sure
that a section requiring that count-.
ing begin after the polls have closed.
will be added. This will undeniably
make the process fairer.
Lisa has a good point as to the inappropriate nature of counting ballots before closing the polls;
however, there are several facts
which she chooses not to focus upon.
I had no part in deciding when to
count the votes. In fact, I refused to
count on Thursday and held this position till Friday afternoon, when it
became clear that certain individuals
felt I was shirking a duty by not helping to count ballots. The point is
that I had no desire to count ballots
early.
Lisa also questions the benefit of
an Executive Liaison Program. The
idea of eliminating these Liaison
Groups is not as easily resolved. I
accepted two Liaison Groups to help
the involvement process. One is a
Greek Fraternity, the other is an Independent Living Group. By having
the Executives take a liaison assignments, more groups can be actively
involved. This idea seems sound,
since involvement is a major goal.
In addition a rapport is established
between the group and the Executive/Senator by working together
over a period of time. This means
that members of the group know
exactly who to turn to in case of
problems. The structure does not
mean one votes only in their interest,
it simply helps with communication.
I have worked hard with both of
my Liaison Groups. This is why I
called the Beta House, when I was
informed by one of them that he did
not realize it was still possible to
vote. Voting was only possible on
Thursday during lunch. If Greek residents missed this meal, then they
did not have easy access to the
polls. In addition, many Greek residents have no reason to drop into
the SUB and find a polling place. It
does not seem fair to me to make
voting readily available to one side
of campus and not the other. This
was not my decision, but the problem
shows the important reason for
having Liaison Groups.
Finding that one of my groups did
not realize that it was still possible
to vote, I promised to call and
inform them that they could vote if
they came over right away. My
other Liaison Group eats in the SUB
anyway, so they did not experience
any voting problems. If other Greek
Living Groups experienced similar
problems, then their Liaison Senator
should have provided similar
information. It would be a breach of
trust to do anything else.

I am willing to discuss the idea of
Executive Liaison Groups with the
new Senate. If they feel this is a
conflict of interest, then I will certainly discontinue my liaison involvement. This means that a
couple of groups will merge back
into the "at Large" group who have
no personal Senate contacts. This
decision still needs to be debated
further before any action is taken.
Finally, the article implies a sense
of irresponsibility. I will not go into
a lengthy denial, but I will state that
the people in the room at the time of
the call (one of which was Mrs.
Ramsdell) have stated that I did
nothing wrong. No names were
mentioned, and no vote totals were
disclosed. I simply stated that there
was one more hour in which people
could vote if they would come to
the SUB.
In summary, I think Lisa writes a
reasonably fair editorial. Her quotes
are inaccurate and are usually not
direct word for word statements, but
her arguments with the process are
correct. Especially her point about
counting votes before closing the
polls. The fact that I have a history
of working with both Liaison Groups
is important. It shows that I did not
suddenly become concerned with
the Liaison Program only at Election
time. Furthermore, she does not
state who decided to count on
Thursday and Friday, but it was not
my decision. Moreover, the fact that
Mrs. R. and the other witnesses state
that I said nothing which would justify accusations of irresponsibility
seems an important omission.

Carl Perkins
ASUPS President

Conflict of
Interest Charged
To the Editor
During the past week, the
reputation of the ASUPS electoral
policies, and those who oversee and
administer them, has been tarnished.
Steve Gerrodette's comments
during tabulation of the ballots previously cast were in my opinion out
of line and in violation of the
premise of the secret ballot. It is
clearly obvious that his comments
influenced the course and possible
the outcome of the election. The
extent of Mr. Gerrodette's influence
cannot be fully measured, but it is
sufficient to say that Larry Campbell
did, in fact, win his Senate seat by a
slim margin.
Carl Perkins' actions during the
election were very questionable to
say the least. If Mr. Perkins had informed Langlow House, his other
liaison group, in the same manner
that he informed the Beta House
then he would have been acting
within his liaison role, and therefore
could have justified his actions. It is
painfully obvious, to me at least,
that Mr. Perkins seemed to have felt
that his responsibility was with his
fraternity brothers and not with
Langlow House. We cannot afford to
have ASUPS officers who represent
special groups at the exclusion of
others. Keeping this in mind, I would
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like to recommend that Mr. Perkins
be relieved of his liaison duty.
If the students are to have any
confidence in Student Government
or the people who run it then I think
that Mr. Perkins and Mr. Gerrodette
should publicly acknowledge the
fact that they made some errors in
judgement, and, again publicly,
apologize for them
Jay W. Ratcliff

Election Action
Legal
To the Editor
It appears that the students of UPS
want to jump on the scandal bandwagon. But is there cause for this
hysteria to enforce the strongest
sanction possible against those
involved?
Did the two executives involved
violate any of the bylaws of ASUPS?
The sad answer to that question is
no The action taken by Mr. Perkins

and Mr. Gerrodette might have
violated many people's ethics, but
we are not governed by ethics alone,
but rather by the constitution of
ASUPS. I feel that it would be difficult to bring any actions against
those involved. The ethics of an ASB
officer are nit a tangible item; what
one person might feel is ethical,
another might feel is unethical.
We are governed by our constitution and bylaws, so why don't we
amend those so that we can be sure
that this event doesn't occur again.
The solution would be for ballots
not to be counted until all are cast.
This one step would have eliminated
all the confusion caused in the past
few weeks.
The reaction I see most students
having is one of "Going to the throat
for the kill." Instead of this drastic
action, it is often better to take a
step back and look at the entire
picture in perspective. If this occurs,
a more balanced view can be seen,
and a more balanced solution can
be found.
Please Turn to Page 4 John Maltman
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Letters Continued
Continued from Page 3
-

Letters are welcomed, but must be typed and
signed, and are due in the TRAIL office by
noon on the Monday preceeding publication.
The editor reserves the right to edit all non-essential material which does not affect
content. The editor also reserves the right to
notify any groups or individuals named in
letters and to allow them to respond to any
statements made about them in the same issue
if the editor determines that response at a
later time would not reverse any possible
damages. Letters will be printed on a space available, first-come, first-served basis.

We have done our part to inform
and explore the options. The
decision is up to you, the members
of ASUPS. Don't make the mistake
of not caring enough to make your
own choice.
Bob Akamian
,

'Logscam'
Actions
Condemned

Winterim
Proposals

To the Editor

To the Editor
On Sunday, October 26th, KUPS attempted to present fairly the facts of
the "incidents" in the recent Senate
election.
In my closing comments, I tried to
emphasize the need for judgement
by all of the members of ASUPS. But
now I .am asked to make a personal
judgement on this issue.
Vice-President Hubert does not
feel that "Logscam" is an
appropriate title for this incident, as
"scam" seem to indicate cover-up. I
beg to differ. If Lisa Martin had not
stumbled upon the information
about the "indiscretions" of Carl
Perkins and Steve Gerrodette, the
whole matter would have laid undisturbed and unpublicized until after
Senate confirmation. It is interesting
to note that the election board has
..emained silent in the past week.
As for my opinion, it seems that a
lot of bad attitudes are developing
as a result of the scrutiny given these
circumstances. The only proper
action I can see is the demand for a
public apology from Perkins and
Gerodette. They have broken no bylaw, violated no statute of ASUPS.
Their actions had no malicious intent. They made mistakes, serious
discretionary mistakes. An apology
should be sufficient for the sensibilities of ASUPS.
But what troubles me more is the
sentiments of some of the newly
elected senators who are overly
righteous in their defense of their
election. It bothers me to see such
an underqualified group
(particularily the freshmen
members) who would go so far as to
openly defy clearly enumerated
publicity laws. Is it that important to
you all? I hope that you are all that
determined in carrying out your du
ties as senators.

The Faculty Work Load Committee, composed of five faculty
members and two student representatives, has considered numerous
proposals concerning the faculty
work load. As a committee they
have decided on five proposals
which will be submitted to the
faculty Senate for discussion. The
following are the five proposals:
To reduce faculty load during
Winterim by approximately fifteen
to thirty faculty members by granting them mini-sabbaticals. These
mini-sabaticals would be used for
developing new or improved courses
and pursuing other scholarly work.
This proposal would cause a reduction in the number of classes offered
during Winterim but would,
theoretically, improve the quality of
classes offered in the future.
To reduce load from seven to six
units making Winterim optional for
students and faculty. Graduation
requirement under this proposal
would be reduced from 36-34.
To eliminate Winterim and
extend the semesters by approximately six days. This proposal would
give faculty approximately two
weeks for scholarly work and the
opportunity to improve classes in
the future.
To eliminate Winterim and reduce graduation requirements to 32
units. Semester length would be unchanged.
To make no changes in faculty
load.
Students should realize that none
of these proposals have been
finalized. The proposals will be discussed in Faculty Senate; nothing
will be finalized without student input. Concerned students would
contact the ASUPS office.

Respectfully submitted,
Student Representatives to the
Faculty Load Committee
Bryn A. Lane and Martin R. Harrison
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Boxberger, Davis, Long, and Skinner.
The team of Steve Harvey and David
C. Smith took third place in senior
national topic (NDT) debate. Two
weeks earlier Harvey and Smith
placed third at the Lewis and Clark
College tournament.
UPS left for Oregon on the heels of
an equally successful showing the
previous weekend at Gonzaga
University in Spokane. At Gonzaga,
UPS played overall with ten
competitors participating. Closing
out finals in CEDA (Cross Examination Debate Association, value proposition) debate were the teams of
Ron Drnjevic and Mark Turner,
taking first, and Ken and Debbie
Teal taking second. Ron, Mark, and
Ken also won first, second, and third
place speaker awards, respectively.
Tying for third place in junior NDT
dabate were the teams of Isabelle
Bauman-Joel Gleghorn, and Bernie
Pratt - Bob Wise. Pratt also took a second place in junior extemporaneous at this tournament.
Several weeks from now the forensics team will close out its fall season at Lower Columbia Community
College where it is expected to do
well. Coming up during Winterim is
PLU-UPS four-day 'swing' as well as
the possibility of competition at
Willamette University and Seattle
Pacific University. In the spring, UPS
hopes to compete in the Western
States Tournament in San Jose,
California, and to send
representatives to the Pi Kappa
Delta National Tournament in
Gatlinburg, Tennessee.

Weyerhauser Gives $100,000

Pantages Receives Grant
The Weyerhaeuser Foundation has
agreed to give The Pantages Center
for the Performing Arts project a
$100,000 grant, as announced by
Pantages Fund Drive Co-Chairmen
Bob King and Archie McLean III.
The gift is the largest a corporation
or foundation has given to the
Pantages Fund Drive to date, according to the drive Co-Chairman, Bob
King. The grant will be used to
restore the Roxy Theater, at S. 9th
and Broadway Plaza in Tacoma, into
the Pantages Center for the
performing Arts

According to drive Co-Chairman Bob
King, "With this gift from the
Weyerhaeuser Foundation,
combined with the funding that has
just been approved by the Economic
Development Administration and
with the commitment already set
from the State of Washington, we're
well on our way toward successfully
reaching our $4.5 million dollar
restoration and revitalization goal."
King added, "1 he public must
understand that although we've
achieved much success thus tar,
with almost 3.5 million now
have $1
committed, we still
million to go. We need the help and
co-operation of every area
corporation, business, and
foundation. The Weyerhaeuser
Foundation has proven to be an impressive leader and we must now
call on other. concerned groups to
follow suit."
For additional information regarding
the current Pantages Center Corporation, Foundation and Business
Fund Drive, interested groups should
contact Josephine Heiman at the
Pantages Center Fund Drive office,
by calling (206) 272-8920.
.

SENIORS!

10./.off an y purchase
before Christmass at

North Tacoma's Book Store
(corner of N. 26th and Proctor)
10-5:30 Mon.-Sat.

The UPS forensics squad returned
home after a good showing in competition last weekend at the
University of Oregon and is well on
its way to a successful 1980-81
season. Coach Kris Davis has put together a particularly competitive
team this year, drawing both on returning veterans and the talent of
entering freshman and newly interested upper-classmen. UPS placed
seventh overall out of twenty-eight
school competing in Eugene. The
University of Oregon tournament is
an important one since it draws competition from places as far away as
Los Angeles and Boise in addition to
the regular northwest circuit teams.
With some tourteen members
participating, the squad made final
rounds in eight different individual
events as well as reader's theater,
and put one debate team into semifinals.
In the individual events category,
Larry Baumiller took third place in
senior division prose interpretation,
and the team of Baumiller and Laura
Davis placed third in duo-interpretation. Also competing in individual
event finals for UPS were Ingrid
Boxberger and Dunston Skinner in
duo-interp., Gary Long in senior oratory, David C. ,Smith in senior
impromptu speaking, Ron Drnjevic
in senior extemporaneous speaking,
and Mark Turner in junior oratory
and junior extemporaneous. Taking
second place overall in reader's
theater with their presentation of
Jean-Claude van Itallie's "The
Serpent" was the team of Baumiller,

.
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UPS Speech Team
Cleans Up in N.W. Circuit

0

To all those who weren't
photographed for the
TAMANAWAS (yearbook) two
weeks ago: due to low
turnout, a make-up session has
been scheduled for November
11th and 12th only, from 8 am
to 4 pm in SUB room 2. There
is a $1.00 charge. See you
there!
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Senate Report
Self-Loan Program
Ire Jvements have been made in
the policy for the self-loan program.
The University has appropriated the
initial $5,000.00 for use by the program. This is anticipated to last a
substantial length of time, and the
Senate will not be responsible for
any financing of this program. Late
penalties and service charges will be
assessed and the University will pay
for any expenses incurred in the
running of the program. The Senate
is responsible for any adminsitrational duties such as interviews and
applications.
Trusteel Student Involvement
According to ASUPS President Carl
Perkins, the trustees are making an
attempt to become more involved
with the students and to get students
more involved with them. They have
been reorganizing the University
relations, which previously involved
no students, and they are now asking
or student participation. The trustees would also like to get a committee set up to help generate ideas
o improve student/trustee relationhips.
The trustees also suggested the addition of a legal advisor to our
campus to answer any legal

Dorm Council

questions which students may have.
This would most likely be a thirdyear law student.

Winterim totally as it is (this was not
popular among faculty members). 2.)
Leave Winterim as it is but include
fifteen to thirty mini-sabbaticals for
the faculty. 3.) Leave Winterim as is,
but have the teaching load be reduced to six, with Winterim being
optional for both students and
teachers. Under this plan,
graduation requirements would be
lowered due to the change in the
status of Winterim. 4.) Drop
Winterim, and lengthen each semester. These four proposals have been
submitted to the faculty Senate.

Election
ASUPS Executive Vice-President
Slim Hubert presented a draft of a
formal statement to be released
regarding the elections. It covers the
minutes of the last Senate meeting,
discussing election procedure
violations by candidates. Hubert
also reported that booklets would
be made for candidates in future
elections, outlining election
procedures, and that the Election
Board will be comprised of at least
six members.
Perkins avowed that there was no
violation of election procedure on
his part, and that therefore, there
can be no complaint.

Program Council
Janet Lekas, Program Assistant,
gave Senate members a run-down on
activities for November. This was to
enable Senators to report this information to their liaison groups.
Highlights for the upcoming month
include the College Bowl
Competition, the Tours and Travel
trips to Portland and Cannon Beach
on the eighth and ninth, and a trip to
Vancouver, B.C. over the Thanksgiing break. A bonfire will take place
in the Fieldhouse parking lot Friday
night the 14th at 7:30 p.m., since

Faculty Load
A report on the progress of the
committee working with the
reduction of the faculty load was
made by Senator Bryn Lane. According to Lane, who s a t on the committee along with fellow student Marty
Harrison and various faculty
members, the committee has formulated four proposals: 1.) To leave

there was no bonfire before the
Homecoming game.

Law Clinic Receives Grant 'Exhibit

Philip M. Phibbs.
Funded
at
the
statutory
maximum, the UPS proposal ranked
first among the 110 received by the
department gathering 94 rating
points from a possible 100 awarded
by the government reviewers.
"An excellent, if not model application. This young school has rationally developed its clinic and seems
quite committed to it," wrote one reviewer.
The clinical program's Civil Law
Clinic is key to the advancement of
comprehensive legal education, according to the program's Director
UPS Professor Alan Kirtley. Located
in the Norton Clapp Law Center, the
clinic is a major part of the "practice"
component of the law center concept. The other components are education (the School of Law) and
judgement(Washington State Court
of Appeals housed in the facility).
The clinic, begun this fall with
University funds, allows the students to
develop hands-on lawyering skills
through representing low-income
clients in the areas of family law and
public entitlements.
Students with faculty supervision
represent clients referred from the
YWCA Women's Support Shelter
and the Puget Sound Legal Assistance
Foundation_
The Department of Education
grant will allow the program to expand eventually involving up to 65
third-year law students - over one-

The Dorm Council has held t its
second meeting, and basically has
been discussing future activities for
the dorms. According to Colleen
Cole, a Round Robin will be held on
November 9, at 9:00 p.m. This will
take place in both the north and
south quads, with each dorm providing part of the food and entertainment. Carol Shelton, the Head
Resident of Schiff Hall, is in charge
of all Dorm Council activities.
Miscellaneous
The Budget Task Force needs student recommendations, and input
will make a difference. The meeting
is Saturday, the 1st of November in
the ASUPS office.
Tattler policy as been formally
printed up—priorities used for this
are the same as those applying to
the use of the ASUPS van. These policies have always been in use for the
Tattler, but have just recently been
put into writing.
Members of last year's Honor Committee need to make suggestions for
nominations for Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities.
The deadline for nominations is
November 22nd.

Y--
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The United States Department of
Education has granted the University
of Puget Sound in excess of $75,000
and its nod of approval for a clinical
law program at the UPS School of
Law, according to an announcement
last week by University President

By Amy Noble

fourth of the class. Faculty involved
in the project will eventually include
the director, two-fulltime professors,
faculty sponsors for student legal
practice, and the five-member Law
School Curriculum Committee. Currently working as a clinical intern is
UPS counseling graduate student
Shelly Sisson.
A unique program in Western
Washington, the UPS clinic also has
won the support of the Tacoma-Pierce
County Bar Association.
"The grant enables us to provide
clinical law experience to many
more students than would otherwise
have been possible," Don Cohen,
acting Dean of the Law School said.
"Congratulations are due Professor
Alan Kirtley, whose primary responsibility during the past year has been
the development of the curriculum
and funding for the program."
The government grant was awarded
under Title XI of the Higher Education Act. The UPS award, granted at
the full statutory maximum, includes
a travel allocation for Kirtley tc
attend a mandatory workshop con
cerning legal education next spring.
The travel allocation brings the total
of the grant to over $75,000.

Shows Largest; Smallest

1, The James R. Slater Museum of
'Natural History, located on campus,
will open its doors to the public
'from 1-4 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 16 with a
special exhibit titled "Giants and
Miniatures of the Natural World."
The display will feature the largest
and smallest of many land, air and
sea creatures. Among them are the
world's biggest and tiniest bird eggs,
animal teeth and other unusual
items.

The second part of David Frankel's
article and photo essay on the new
faculty members will be in next
week's paper

A repository for over 50,000
catalogued specimens of mammals,
repti!es, birds, amphibians and
plants, the museum is located on the
third floor of the south wing of
Thompson Hall.
Sponsored and organized by the
UPS museum staff under the
direction of Dr. Gordon D. Alcorn,
the open house is free and the public
is welcome to attend. For more
information, call the museum office
at 756-3189.
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Seattle Rep Plays Tolstoy's Strider
By Paul Grondahl

owner and the daily whippings, affections and rivalries of the stable.
Despite the moment of gripping
exuberance when Strider defies the
odds and silences all of his mockers
by winning the race, the show ends
by taking up the same somber and
doleful mood with which it begannamely Strider's imminent demise of
having his throat cut because he has
the mange and is no longer worth
the trouble to keep alive-and follows
through with this order from the
Count.
Director Hirsch, in his opening remarks to cast and crew members, is
quoted as saying that "the (original
Russian) production is obviously
saying something about Russian
society and to all societies about the
age-old problem of man's
inhumanity to man."
The Rep production has lost some
of that impact in the exchange. The
most memorable aspect of their effort is not the power of an impassioned social statement or even a
heartfelt pity for the abuse suffered
by Strider's unavoidable and
unchangeable condition, but rather,
a warm, happy and entertaining
celebration of life that prances
•

along with the lilt of the high-stepping actors and is as bold as the
graceful poses they strike.
McGuire is thoroughly enjoyable
as Strider, Jeffrey L. Prather turns in
a regal performance as Darling, John
Procaccino seemed frustrated and
miscast as Count Dobrinsky,
Katherine Ferrand is a luscious filly
named Willowleaf, George
Sperdakos, the most believable of
the exclusively human characters,
plays the prince and Daniel Noel is a
pair of characters, Fritz and Feofan.
Stan Keen is to be credited with an
exquisite job as Musical Director.
Lighting is by David F. Segal and
adds to the entertainment of the production. Scenic design by Richard
Belcher is simple and effective,
except for indulging in the techie's
dream of the incongruous water-fall
at the end which was more like the
not-so-pleasant bodily functions of a
horse than anything pertinent or
symbolic.
Strider continues through
November 16 at the Rep. Ticket information may be obtained at the
box office, 225 Mercer Street, or by
calling 447-4764.

have known each other since high
school, but never really played in a
group together until now. He did not
receive any classical training, but
did play some modern jazz while in
high school. Sean also has the gift of
being able to play by ear and developed his style from listening to old
records. His favorite artists are
Sonny Rollins, John Coltrane,
Charlie Parker and Rahsaan Roland
Kirk.
Eric "Tacoma Jones" Hagen has
played drums since 5th grade and

was absent-mindedly giving me a
sample of his ability while being interviewed. He received musical
instruction throughout grade school
and got together with some other
musicians in high school and formed
a rock band. (Incidentally, he is still
an ex-officio member of that band
and occassionally goes up to
Bellevue to play with them). Eric is
into a variety of music-concert and
rock--and has just begun
concentrating heavily on jazz this
year. Although he hasn't listened to

and we are forewarned that the
actors will alternate between horses,
narrators, characters and themselves.
Such an assignment is a demanding
task for any actor and the 17 members that Hirsch has assembled perform admirably from the strain of
energetic equine movements to the
intimacy of tender monologues. The
bottom line of the production,
however, is its entertainment value.
McGuire, due to both his part and
ability, is the main guide to showing
us the ample entertainment inherent
in the production while the others
supply emphatic support.
The plot of the fable, peppered
with very theatrical dance, music
and mime, is about the life of a piebald horse (one with splotchy colors)
who, because of this difference, is
shunned from the group and sees life
from the edge. It is told through the
eyes of this ostracized, but
dauntlessly spirited horse, and we
follow Strider through a chronology
of equine existence: a foal learning
to walk and discovering his tail, a
colt competing for a filly, a yearling
getting gelded, being sold to a new

In a recent television interview,
actor Biff McGuire, who portrays the
title role of the current offering at
the Seattle Repertory TheatreStrider-summarized the universal
implications of the adaptation of
Leo Tolstoy's fable in these terms.
"It speaks of love, of joy, of happiness, of all the mortal issues of life
which scare us and the spirit of the
horse," McGuire commented. The
means Director John Hirsch and his
concept of the production employs
to achieve these themes in Strider,
areParadicallyl different, from
conventional drama, at times confusing, often engagingly touching
and always challenging.
Robert Kalfin and Steve Brown are
responsible for the English stage version of the Russian's 100-year-old
script. There is none of the decorum
of traditional theatre here. The show
opens with the house lights up, the
actors doing warm-ups on stage and
the musicians warming up offstage,
which abruptly moves to an introduction of the leading players and a
grandiose, full-cast dance number
celebrating living. It is Story Theatre

'EmptyShoes Quintet' Jazzes UPS
By Kathi Williams
classical, but other members claim
Of all the spectacular, unique and he is now a jazz fanatic. He played
educational happenings around some jazz in high school where he
UPS, one which I find to be excep- too had his own band. When questional to the rest is the "Empty Shoes tioned about his favorite artists he
Quintet." Derived from the hall of could only think of two-Picasso and
Harrington, members Duncan McCoy Tyner. Ken does a lot of the
Lawrence, Ken French and Eric arranging for the quintet, although
"Tacoma Jones" Hagen first met and everyone contributes in this area.
formed the "French, Hagen and Sean Cross, who plays tenor saxaLawrence Trio." The trio has been to- phone for the quintet, started his
gether about a year and just recently musical career as a clarinet player in
added two more members-Todd the seventh grade, but quickly
Merkley and Sean Cross, who round switched to sax. He and Lawrence
out "The Empty Shoes," a jazz-orieted group.
When I asked about their backgrounds, I found that all five had
started playing instruments at a
fairly young age and that all possesCHICAGO - Student newspaper
sed a degree of innate talent in the
editors at the University of Illinois
area of music.
When I .asked about their back- are publishing their own version of
found that all five had the Consumer Price Index, giving
grounds, I
started playing instruments at a readers a fix on current prices for
fairly young age and that all posses- marijuana, LSD and cocaine.
One drug enforcement official
sed a degree of innate talent in the

cont. on pg. 8, col. 3.

U of I Paper Prints CPI for Dope

;

area of music. Ducan Lawrence, who called the listing "ABSOLUTELY
plays bass guitar for the quintet, APPALLING." But both university
started playing instruments at age and federal authorities say there is
'

eight and is mostly self-taught. He nothing they can do to stop it.
some instruction from his heThe
Chicago
Chicago
Illini, a student news
mother who plays for their church. paper at the University of IllinoisHe also was a member of a band in Chicago, calls its drug price list the
high school and has composed a few "Monthly Drug Index" and
introduced it in Sept. 22 editions.
of his own works. His musical inteSchool officials had thought it was
rests lie in the area of R&B and jazz.
Although his musical talents were ,a one-time-only satire, but the index
discovered and nurtured in church, was back again this week with
his style has been influenced by current street prices for "grass,"
id and "speed." The
some of his favorite artists: Grover coke," "acid,"
prices - which authorities say are
Washington Jr., the Crusaders and - range from $1 for a "hit"
Ramsey Lewis. Duncan has a accurate
musical ear (the ability to hear a of amphetamine, known to drug
musical piece and replicate it users as "speed," to as much as $140
almost exactly). for a gram of cocaine.
Cocaine costs are listed for grams,
Ken French, the group's pianist,
ounce
and
qu arter-ounces
also started playing instruments at a L
young age. His training was mostly Marijuana prices .are for ounces,

.

quarter-pounds, pounds and 10-

poend lots. LSD and amphetamine
li,tings are given per dose and per
100 tablets.
"It's absolutely appalling and
I can't believe it," Mort Edelstein,
regional public information oftiCer
ot the Drug Enforcement Administration, said Friday, "I've seen a lot
of hippie-dippie publications and
even they don't run such a brazen
thing. And the prices quoted are
absolutely accurate.
"But there is nothing illegal about
the listing," he said. "It's a sad
indicator of the public attitude
toward drugs and is another way of
giving ammunition to drug abusers."
Cory Glaberson, student Editor of
the Chicago Illini, was not available
for comment.
The "Monthly Drug Index" appears
in the inside feature section of the
paper, which is owned by former
students. Feature editor Tom Gross
said he did not know if the index will
be abandoned or not "There is to be
a meeting to discuss it," he said.

Michael Botk in, a reporter for the
Chicago Illini, told the Chicago
Tribune he thought the listing "is definitely tongue-in-cheek...It it were
real, it would be in the news
section...I'm sure everybody who
buys it (drugs) already knows what
the prices are
A student who did not want to be
identified said, "I think it is sort of
stupid.... But I guess it's supposed to
be a joke, listing all the prices like
that. A take-on. Like listing the
prices of vegetables. Right?"
Dean ot Students Os( ar Miller said
the listing is "in poor taste and is
detrimental to the university "
"We got complaints and we talked
to the editors when it tirst appeared
and they said it was a satire and was
not intended to be a monthly thing,"
he said. "But they did it again
"My personal feeling is that it is deplorable," said Miller. "But we can
do nothing. We have no way to
censure them. Nor do we have any
way of restric ting them from campus
because of what they are doing.
"We can't violate First Amendment
rights," he said.
"

"

•

SecurityChief Gives Saftey Tips Page 7
What do you do if strange men walk into your dorm and make themselves confortable in ypur lounge?
"Call security," says Security Director Mark Gavin. "If you don't
know them, don't deal with it yourself because you would only be
setting yourself up for possible trouble. Even if they have a legitimate
reason for being there, security wants to know who they are. - By
keeping records of incidents such as this, security can tell when they •
have repeat offenders. Gavin explained that because he is commissioned by the city police department he can call in people for questioning, which he does when he finds that same person being reported
repeatedly.
•
"Because of UPS's location, it being in town and open, there will be
outsiders on campus for various activities like football games, recitals,
and campus films. Jones Hall is prone to strangers, because outsiders
know that is where all the offices are. We have several people troni
the community who are on campus regularly and we get to know
them. Some are an asset to us for they get to know the campus well,
and will let us know what is going on."
Gavin says to beware of strangers sitting in a car for a long time "It
they look suspicious, or if they have been there for over halt hour or
so, get their license number, make and color of the car, a description
of the...person if you can, and call security. Security c an then ( he( k
them out, and if a situation arises, we will know about this person '
"Beware of people following you," Gavin also says. "It you think you
are being followed, get into a public area, like the SUB, or a dorm I et

Talk Series Kicks Off
By Sam Chandler
The "On the Podium" lecture series
at the University of Puget Sound indirectly delayed by the outbreak
of hostility between Iraq and Iran began Nov. 3 with an 8 pm lecture
by author and poet Richard Brautigan.
The series was to kick off Sept. 25
with guest Dick Gregory who recently returned from a four-month mission
of peace in Iran. His UPS visit, rescheduled for Nov. 19, was cancelled
at that time at the request of the
White House He was detained in
Washington D C. for debriefing on
the Mideast conflict.
Sponsored by the UPS Student
Lectures Committee, other headliners
in the "On the Podium" series are
John Dean, Jan. 20; Nikki Giovanni,
Feb. 18; and Daniel Ellsberg, March
17. Each lecture begins at 8 pm in
Kilworth Chapel on the campus.
Billed as a "connoisseur of life
and nature," Richard Brautigan is
somewhat of a cult hero. A writer of
comedy, prose and poetry, Brautigan
is the author of 19 novels, including
"Trout Fishing in America."

Of his latest work, titled "The
Brautigan
says: "Though the Express moves at
a great speed, there are many stops
along the way. This book is those
brief stations."
Professional comedian turned author, lecturer and activist, Dick
Gregory is famous for his demonstrations of the 1960s. During the
civil rights movement, Gregory
marched in every major human
rights protest, and gave benefit performances for peace groups. This
participation cost him over a million
dollars in cancelled bookings, legal
fees and travel expenses, he estimates. He has been jailed repeatedly, once in Washington state while
demonstrating w:th the Nisqually
Indians.
Most recently, Gregory returned
from Tehran where he met with Iranian authorities seeking to secure
the release of the 52 American hostages.
John W. ■ Dean III former special
counsel to President Nixon, was the
Tykyo-Montan Express,"

,

first key figure to reveal the irreg*
larities of Watergate. He comes to
UPS with a special lecture, "The Unfinished Testimony," to discuss "the
things I couldn't testify about."
During his speech, Dean will examine one of the most crucial chapters
in American history from the vantage
point of the guilty, and offer his own
story Dean admits, "All those justifications, that I was protecting the
Presidency, that this was authorized
- I saw them for what they were.
justifications. Bull."
"The Princess of Black Poetry,"
Nikki Giovanni is a product of the
flower-children, out-to-change-theworld 60's. She is a writer, poet, recording artist, journalist, lecturer
and more.
Author of over 13 publications,
Giovanni's books include "Black
Feeling Black Talk: Black Judgment."

Her works are the collected experiences of being black and a woman, a
mother and a person. As one critic
wrote, "Every facet of her personality means something entirely different
to everyone involved in her life."
Completing the UPS lecture series
is Daniel Ellsberg, the New York
Times' supplier of "The Pentagon
Papers" and other papers on the
Vietnam war. A famous political
activist, critic and analyst, Ellsberg
is outspoken on many subjects,
Watergate in particular.
"There was a connection between
Watergate and the war," according
to Ellsberg, and in his lecture he
attempts to show that Nixon had a
"secret plan" to end the war, a plan
that involved the total destruction
of North Vietnam and the use of nuclear weapons near the Chinese border.
The UPS Lecture Committee's
"On the Podium" series puts guest
speakers before the community to
focus on major issues of the nation.
All lectures are open to the public,
and general admission for each is $2.
For more information, please call
the UPS Student Programs office at
756-3367.

the people inside know ano let security know. Stay out of the dark as
much as possible, and do not try to hide in the shadows)that's exactly
what they want."
Gavin also warns not to take hitch hikers. "I have known of incidents
where someone starts their car up, and a stranger will run up and ask if
they can get a ride down the street." Gavin advises that this is not safe.
Gavin says one of the biggest security problems on campus is bike
theft. "I would estimate there were about $20,000 in bikes lost last
year. This year we've had about 15 bikes stolen so far. There is a fast
market for bicycles. Most of them are fenced out of this area."
Gavin says he is looking into the possibility of getting more bike
stands. "It's important to secure the bike to something when you leave
it, just locking it doesn't do that much good. You should also have a
good chain to lock your bike with." Gavin explained there are many
chains and locks which are easily broken. "I have a list of good locks
here in the office I would be glad to show anyone who is interested.
We are also working on getting markings put on bikes."
The security office is open 24 hours a day 365 days a year. There are
always at least two patrolpersons and one other person in the office to
receive calls. No two routes of patrol are the same, but every dorm is
checked at least once an hour, and the patrolperson logs in the time
each building is checked, so that when incidents do occur, the time
span they happened in can be narrowed down. "When we do have
several incidents occuring in a certain area, we do step up the
patrols there."
The security employees carry a radio which is the same as the
police use. When there is an incident requiring help Gavin says "we
can change the station on the radio and get the police or tire Department here in two minutes In the six years I have been at UPS. the
longest response time was one and a half minutes
As to the qualification of the security employees, Gavin says "At the
beginning of the year, they go through an intensive training seminar
on what problems they ty ill encounter, how to deal with them, and
what type of things to look for. We also have continued training
throughout the year
Please Turn to Page 7, Column 1

Arroyo, McCracken Star:

'Aida' Performed in Seattle
Opera superstars Martina Arroyo
and James McCracken head the cast
of Verdi's Aida, the next International Series production of Seattle
Opera's 1980-81 season. These Aida
performances in Italian will take
place on November !, and 15,
all at 8 pm in the Opeici nuuse.
Aida is a brilliant pageant of
ancient Egypt where love, jealousy
and politics intertwine as Aida,
princess of Ethiopia, saves her
kingdom but gives up her own life to
die with her lover Radames, Military
commander of the rival Egyptian
forces. Verdi's remarkably evocative
and tender, ranging from the famous
triumphal scene to the moving final
duet as the lovers meet their end,

.

entombed beneath the earth.
Tickets for Aida range from $10.50
to $25.75, and are available at the
Seattle Opera Ticket Office, 4th
floor of the Center House, Seattle
Center, P.O. Box 9248, Seattle,
98109. Phone is 447-4711, with VISA
and Masterc barge accepted. Hours
are 10-4, Monday through Friday.
Tickets are also available at all
Seattle Opera suburban outlets
Short season subscriptions for the re
maining four operas of the current
season are also available at the
substantial discount over single
ticket prices.
Aida will also be performed in
F nglish with chtterent principals.
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College Bowl Recruits;
Gears Up for 1981 Season
By Bob Burns
It vou can answer any of these typical College Bowl questions, you
night very well find yourself on an all-expense paid trip to the 1981
College Bowl Nationals. Just think: you could be sipping a free Bud
while watching the St. Louis Cardinals in Busch Staduim. Or perhaps,
you could he strolling along the moonlit Miami beaches with a ping
colada in hand. This is exactly what happened to the members of the
teams which participated in the last three College Bowl National
tournaments. UPS was at the Nationals three years ago and you can
ask seniors Dave Anderson and Dave Fisher, who were both on that
UN team, all about it.
So, how can you get into the fun and exciting world of College Bowl?
All you need to do is get together a team of tour UPS students to play
in this year's intramural tournament. Registration for intramural teams
is going on now through the first week in November and can he done
by coming up to SUB 213 or by calling x3367 between 2 & 4 p.m ,
Mon.-Fri. Ask for Bob Burns. The intramural tournament is going to he
held the second week of November. Perhaps you will represent UPS at
the '81 National allege Bowl Tournament. Don't wait until the last
moment-find a Inend and form a team NOW!
You re an offensive lineman for the Dallas Cowboys. During a play,
you throw your body against the back of an opponent's legs and one
of the officials throws his penalty flag For 10 points-- what violat )1)
have you committed?
For 10-name the American general who was seriously wounded in
the Battle of Saratoga and later became a traitor to the Revolutionar ~~
cause?
Celebrating his 50th birthday in 1978, his career has spanned si\ do
cades. His first work was "Plane crazy," where he met and tell in I.
with his leading lady, Minnie For 10 points-name him.
(Answers: 1. Clipping; 2 Benedict Arnold; i Mickey Mouse)

Security: Thefts Rise in Nov.
cont. from pg. 7.
"When we have a wport of a suspicious person. it I am here I deal
with it, it not, two patrolpersons will answer the call We ask the
people reported for their identification, what their purpose on anljnis
is, and then to leave it they have no business here If there are an ~~
problems, security either calls me at home or the poll( e, Its deal w ith
it

November 1st marks the beginning of the holiday season thefts,
Gavin."Ihetts will start ins reasing rapidly as Christmas gets r I.;ser
T het ts in the dorms are often made by people you think of as friends,. •
said Gavin, and suggested that everyone he s autious and tatoe
ordinary preventative measures, by putting valuable items away and
out of sight. "We have an engraver here for stereos or any/ valuable
equipment you would like to have marked It you don t know I n s to
use it I would he glad to show you." Use of the engraver is tree.
Gavin says they try to •naintain a good relationship with the Tac o ma
police department. "T ht re are some private security agencies that the
police have a hard time york mg with. We try to stay close to them and
encourage them to drop by the campus. Somethimes they will come
into the oft ice for coffee; that way we know each other on a personal
basis."
The Security Department is also in charge of responding to fire
alarms. When a fire alarm goes oft someone from security checks the
building the alarm went oft in and then radios in to tell whether it is a
real fire, or a false alarm. It it is a genuine tire, security then calls the
fire department.
Gavin stresses the importance of keeping the fire equipment in good
working order. "Discharging a fire extinguisher is against the law and
you can be fined. Besides that there is the possibility of having a fire
before it is recharged. I don't think anyone wants to have that responsibility."
Gavin knows many policemen, he says, who are very willing to talk
to students about crime prevention. Any group interested can contact
him to find out how they may get a speaker.
When asked how the students could best aid in making the campus
safer Gavin responded "Basically security needs to know what is going
on, when it is going on. Finding out something two hours atter it
happened doesn't help us much. Immediate response is very
important. All the information we get from someone reporting an
incident is 7100%' confidential also."
Gavin says he wants to hear any questions or comments students
may have The security department is located in the A-frames and
their phone number is 756-3311.

Quintet Does Local Gigs
cont. from pg. 6.
many jazz drummers, his favorites in
all areas of music include Keith
Moon, Buddy Rich, Louie Bellson
and Karl Palmer of ELP.
Todd Merkley-who along with
Sean just joined the group this yearplays trumpet. Anyone who was
at the Brown-bag luncheon October
26 and caught his act knows he's
good. Todd held a note so long that I
almost fainted from lack of air. Todd
has been in music since the 4th
grade and his training has been
mostly orchestral. He enjoys playing
all types of music and likes to learn
on his own. He is also currently involved in the Seattle Youth
Symphony-- a very prestigious
musical organization. Todd's
favorite artists are Doc Severinson,
Adolph Herzeth (who is the Chicago
symphony's first trumpet).
When I noticed the peculiarity of
the group's name I wondered how
they decided on it. When the quintet
first got together they would rehearse "Empty Pockets" by Lee
Morgan. It seems that Sean couldn't
get the name right and kept saying
"Empty Shoes"-hence the name.
They were going to go with all the
last names-as with the trio-but
somebody decided Merkley didn't
fit.
Although the group is not yet wellknown, they have done professional
jobs. They played for the visiting
Trustees, at a Brown-bag concert

and they've also played for various
wedding receptions and parties.
They hope in the future to play at
some local clubs which showcase
area talent. They are open to job
prospects and can be reached
through Ken or Todd and occasionally the Music Department.
Ironically for five people so musiccally inclined, only one is a music
major and one has a music minor.
When I asked them about the Music
Department, comments were varied.
One felt the department was very
good, but not well-known enough.
Other comments were that the
department should offer a wider
range of classes and make an effort
to offer classes for the novice musician and music lovers. A majority
felt that not enough jazz-oriented
courses were offered and one said
that a contemporary theory course
was needed.
Like all good friends, they joke and
wisecrack, but when it comes to
playing a gig or practicing they are
serious musicians. In fact, practice
makes them habitually late for
dinner and Marion always lets them
in (which they appreciate). Their
goals at this time are, of course, to
improve, but they also want to develop their own repertoire and style.
They hope someday to become wellknown professional musicians and
all agreed with the fact that if they
had the chance to do it now, they'd
go

.

Black Union Open to All
By Kathi Williams
The Black Students' Union is an
ASB-sponsored organization on
campus which is open to all students. between the different ethnic
groups on campus. It also works to
provide positive self-affirmation of
all its members.
This year's BSU officers are President Veronica Williams, VicePresident Kathi Williams, Financial
Vice-President John Morris, and administrative Assistant Martha
Campfield. The executive body
works together to provide a general
sense of guidance and direction to
help achieve any goals the group ,
wants to accomplish.
The BSU first arrived on campus in
the late 60's. Each year, of course, is
different, due to the fact that
different people assume office and
goals and ideas change in
accordance to the needs of the stu-

dents and events of the times.
Change is natural and to be
expected. One thing, however, that
never changes is the basic goal of
trying to develop cohesiveness with
students of ethnic origins. This is the
primary focus of this year's BSU.
Other goals are to educate BSU
members and members of the students body about the differences
and the uniqueness of Black culture.
Hopefully from this mutual respect
can be developed.
This year's activities to date sponsored by the Black Students' Union
include an informal luncheon and a
rollerskating party. A bake sale is
scheduled for early November. Any
UPS student can participate in the
Black Students' Union; meetings are
hald in the Bons Lounge, every
Thursday at noon.

Chamber Music at Jacobsen
The University of Puget Sound presents "Chamber Music for Voice and
Clarinet," Nov. 12, at 8 p.m. in
Jacobsen Recital Hall on campus.
The Wednesday evening
performance will feature Merilee
Plaks, Alma Oncely and Brenda
Sullivan.
Plaks has appeared with the
Seattle Chamber Singers as soloist in
the "Messiah." She currently is
studying voice with Dr. Thomas
Goleeke of UPS and has performed
in numerous recitals in the
Northwest.
Oncely is Professor Emeritus; of
organ and music theory at the
University of Puget Sound. She is
vice president of the Ladies Musical

Guild of Seattle. Dr. Oncely will
perform on the piano.
Playing clarinet will be Brenda
Sullivan. She has been associated
with several orchestras and chamber
groups in England and has
performed locally with the Thalia
Symphony and the Bellevue
Philharmonic.
The program consists of three arias
from operas and also features
"Though Men Call Us Free," from
Oscar Wilde's "The Young King," set
to music by Sharon Davis in 1976.
The public is welcome to attend
the free pc-formance. Contact the
UPS School of Music for more infor'nation at 756-3253.
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THE NEW SOUND

N
The Only Station You'llEver Need
Believers Fellowship Music Hour , 12-1pm
Morning Worship: St. Paul's United! Methodist Church
Sunday at 11:15 am Public Affairs Program Sunday
10-11 am and pm On-Campus Sunday 9-10pm

Bedtime Stories

Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday at 11pm

The "NEW SOUND" on KUPS
is your sound!
We offer you the best in music,
Mellow Rock, Jazz, Classical, and of
course good old Rock and Roll. Plus
our regular news casts, logger sports,
and special features. Tune us in and
hear your sound!!

Request the best from KUPS
call us at:

x3490

off-campus 756-3490

'broadcasting
in the
public interest

Book Review:

THE DEAD ZONE
The Dead Zone. Stephen King. Sig-

Campus Paperback bestsellers

By David C. Smith

licity for his achievements. To escape, he moves to the country, but is
forced to interfere again when he
discovers that a group of students
will have their prom in a building
that is destined to be struck by lightning.
Smith's greatest• conflict in the
book is a moral one. When he
shakes the hand of a politician,
Smith sees him as the man to be
elected President and to start World
War III. Smith's dilemma is a complex one: does he have the duty to
assassinate this man in order to save
millions of lives and can he bring
himself to do it? As an analogy, he
ponders: if he had the ability to
travel back in time, would he kill
Hitler? The resolution and outcome
of the issue is satisfying and
surprising.
This is not the best of King's
novels, but it is most . certainly a
remarkable change of pace.
. • His past novels (Carrie, The
Shining, The Stand, Salem's Lot) all
cocentrate more heavily on horror;
The Dead Zone is a suspense novel,
and is unique among his repertoire
for its lack of gore. Nevertheless,
The Dead Zone, while falling short of
the heart-stopping horror of Salem's
Lot, is a novel with enough action
and style to compete with a highly
flooded market of horror" suspense
books.

net paperbacks. $3.50. 372 pages.

Johnny Smith, despite his rather
unnoticeable name, has an
abnormal and amazing ability.
When he touches another person,
whether intentionally or unintentionally, he occasionally sees or
experiences an important event
which will occur in that person's life.
This unwanted and unpredictable
gift plagues Smith, who received this
trait after a severe car accident,
which puts him into a five-year
coma. After recovering from "future
shock" and readjusting to
modernity, Smith is forced to use his
"gift" because his conscience will
not let him do otherwise. He saves a
mother whose house is on fire, he
helps police forces find a child
killer, and he receives plenty of pub-

Film Offered
The pierce County Film Society
will present Double Indemnity on
Friday, November 7 at 8 p.m. Double
Indemnity,
which stars Fred
MacMurray and Barbara Stanwyck,
is a classic story of a shady insurance salesman and conniving wife
plotting against her husband. The
film will be shown in the Kilworth
Chapel auditorium

Sophie's Choice, by William Styron. (Bantam, $3.50.)
Star-crossed lovers and the nature of evil: fiction.
The Dead Zone, by Stephen King. (NAL/Signet, $3.50.)
Terror tale of man who sees into future: fiction.
A Woman of Substance, by Barbara Taylor Bradford.
(Avon, $2.95.) Successful woman & her children: fiction.
Class Reunion, by Rona Jaffe. (Dell, $2.75.) Four Radcliffe grads and how they fared: fiction.
The Number of the Beast, by Robert A. Heinlein. (Fawcett, $6.95.) Space journey to other universes: fiction.
9. Petals on the Wind, by V. C. Andrews. (Pocket, $2.75:)
Children take revenge in horror sequel: fiction.
Still Life with Woodpecker, by Tom Robbins. (Bantam,
$6.95.) A sort of a love story.
Shibumi, by Trevanian. (Ballantine, $2.95.) Intrigues of
the perfect assassin and perfect lover: fiction.
The Great Shark Hunt, by Hunter S. Thompson. (Popular Library, $3.50.) Roasting of America's seamy side.
What Color is Your Parachute? ,by Richard N. Bolles.
(Ten Speed Press, $5.95.) Career and job guidebook.
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
supplied by college stores throughout the country. October 6, 1980.

Local Talent Reviewed

Rifts and Chords
Digger's occupies a rectangular
space on one floor, and is nestled between a cafe and another tavern. As
one walks into the club, a counter
type bar is located to the left, and
cafe style booths are to the right.
Further down the line there are
pinball machines, foosball tables,
and seating leading up to the stage.
The Tavern comfortably holds one
hundred people.
Friday began a two night stand
with No Cheese Please,. a Tacoma
based band, and their opening act
The Smoldering Remains.
The Smoldering Remains are a
three piece band made up of UPS
students. They consist of bass,
drums, and guitar, with all three
members sharing vocals. The
"Remains" have been together
in present form, about two months.
With the addition of drummer Kent
Statte, also known as Angular Acceleration, the band has seemed to

No Cheese Please, with the Smoldering Remains, at Diggers
Pogo-a-Gogo, 111 Tacoma Ave S.
October 18th and 19th, 1980
The Pogo-a-Gogo, also known as
Digger's Tavern, is located in downtown Tacoma. From the road, the
club is recognized by a nostalgic
neon sign inscribed with the word
"Tavern." "Digger's" is painted on
the walls, and handbills are stapled
to various locations around the entrance.
The Pogo a-Gogo is currently
under new management and sports
the logo: "Tacoma's only modern
music club." This is not intended to
scare away people who prefer a
more traditional type of music, but
rather to offer an alternative to the
somewhat standard forms some popular entertainment tends to take.
The Pogo-a-Gogo provides a needed
outlet in Tacoma for some of the
Northwest's hottest bands.

Doonesbury
By Garry Truneau
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congeal, and all are working towards
a tight sound. Other band members
are Chuck Roastt on bass, and Bob
Sledd on guitar.
The Smoldering Remains seemed
a bit nervous as they took the stage,
but it didn't show in their music as
they turned out a tight set of solid
original and cover songs. Included
were such tunes as "College," and
"Epedemic Proportions" by Chuck
Roastt, and "Rolling in the Dirt" and
"Artificial Insemination" by
Guitarist Bob Sledd. Kent Statte's
powerful drumming was evident
throughout the show.
The Remains loosened up for the
second night and played an energetic set similar to the previous evening.
Next up was the show's headlining act, No Cheese Please. This
band has been around for several
years, and .is currently hot on the
Northwest club circuit. Band
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By Charlie Dahlgren

members are Bill Cameron on
drums, and Steve Ailement doing
bass and vocals. Bart Hyde plays
lead guitar, while Glenn Eagleson
adds rhythm 1 guitar and vocals. Bill
and Steve are former UPS students.
Getting back to the performance,
this band has had ample stage
experience and it's evident as they
put on a vibrant, danceable show
comprised of classy cover songs and
originals.
No Cheese's gig consisted of such
hits as: "I Can't Explain," by The
Who; "(I'm Feeling) Glad All Over,"
by the Dave Clark Five; and
"Switchbox Susan," as sung by Nick
Lowe. Lively originals, written by
Steve and Bill include "Five-FootFour and Superman," "Cindy," and
"SuzyVodo.".
Both No Cheese Please and the
Smoldering Remains are bands
which should not be categorized.
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'River': Springsteen's Back in Style
New Jersey. And yet, Springsteen is always on the edge of town - a
removal that allows his sensitive and imaginitive perspective its full
scope.
The River is filled with patented Springsteen themes that no other
rock 'n roll artist can ever hope to make as poignant (the automobile
as a symbol of youthful freedom and release from a week of drudgery
at a boring job, lost innocence, the romance of the highway, cruising
the street and the paradoxes of love).
Versatility is the key word for this album. Springsteen and his awesome E Street Band traverse the modes of all-out, assaulting rockers, a
medium-paced, full-orchestra sound and finally, the empty, stark echo
of his lonely ballads. A trademark that runs through the entire album
are the soaring, emotional notes coming from the envied saxophone of
Clarence Clemons.
The most haunting cut is the title tune, "The River," where a 'young
couple is forced to marry due to pregnancy and the idealistic young
man becomes stuck in a stifling construction job - his dreams and the
perfect nights the lovers spent at the river have run dry. "Now those
memories come back to haunt me/They haunt me like a curse/Is a
dream a lie if it dont come true/Or is it something worse?"
Springsteen's range, however, does not let itself over-indulge in
these yarns of shattered hopes and lost innocence and become mired
in melancholy. His dexterity is capitalized on in the humorous "I'm A
Rocker" (About
a stud who's got an I-Spy beeper on his watch to tell
him when his baby is lonely and a Batmobile to reach her quickly); an
outraged rock lament in "Jackson's Cage," the harsh reality of ghetto
life; a standard pick-up scene with a haughty hot-rodder in "Ramrod"
and the dramatic wollop packed by the popular "Point Blank."
All in all, there is not a weak link in The River. It is a must for any
even pseudo-serious rock 'n roll fan - an album that has the depth to
continue to be fresh and to provide new insights upon a number of
playings. I recommend that you let yourself get caught up in the
Springsteen current. His talent never seems to run dry.

4
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Bruce Springsteen

The River
By Paul Grondahl

Columbia

rave

No album in recent memory has drawn such unanimous
reviews or received the amount of media hype as Springsteen's new
one, The River - except for, of course, the 1975 offering of Born To Run
that launched his face on the covers of Time and Newsweek. This
"Boss of Rock" has surpassed his former achievements, however, on
the new two-record set, The River, destined to be enshrined as a "rock
classic."
What one feels after experiencing the twenty tracks on this album is
a virtual communion with the naked and vulnerable soul of this consummate rocker from the gritty, but tender street life of Ashbury Park,
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String Group Visits UPS
The Concord String Quartet, one
of the most sought-after of
American chamber ensembles,
comes to the University of Puget
Sound for a public concert on
Monday, Nov. 10 at 8 p.m. in
Kilworth Chapel.
The internationally known quartet,
formed in 1971, is a recipient .of the
prestigious Walter W. Naumberg
Chamber Music Award. During the
past eight seasons, the group has
presented over 600 concerts in the
United States, Canada, England,
France, Germany, Holland and
South Africa. Their seasons include
performances throughout North
America which feature complete
Beethoven cycles and commissioned ,
scores.4
The group features four
outstanding musicians: Mark Sokol
and Andrew Jennings, violinistc,
Norman Fischer, cellist; and John
Kochanowski, who plays viola. Of
The Concord String Quartet will
the quartet, Newsweek Magazine
be here next Monday night.
says "Sokol's intensity, Jennings'
serenity, Fischer's exuberance and
Kochanowski's staunchness fuse
.-nay be purchased at the Bon
into a performance that could not
Marche or UPS Information Center.
be more brilliant, loving or soulful.
Following the quartet in the series
The full ripeness of their sound earns
is the American Contemporary
them a place in the first rank of
Dance Company, scheduled for
chamber music groups."
February 12. For more information
Second in a series of UPS Cultural
on either upcoming event, please
Events Performances, general
admission for the Concord String call the UPS Student Programs
office at 756-3366.
Quartet is $3, and advance tickets

Courtroom Games Highlight
Inside Theater Production
The setting is high in the Swiss
Alps for the University of Puget
Sound Inside Theatre's second play
of the season. "The Deadly Game"
opens Thursday, Nov. 13 and continues on the 14, 15, 20, 21, and 22.
It is in the Swiss Alps that three
eccentric lawyers have retired to
content themselves playing bizarre
courtroom games. The defendants
for their games range from the historical or imaginary figure to the
occasional drop in visitor who unwittingly is cast in a curious role.
Byron Gaugnes plays the
American salesman who becomes
lost in a snowstorm and gratefully
accepts the hospitality of the three
lawyers. He innocently becomes a
defendant on trial for his life.

The lawyers are played by Rick
Hinkson, Larry Baumiller and Larry
Hansen. The rest of the UPS student
cast includes Ingrid Boxberger,
Jordana Sardo, Eric Anderson and
James R. Watkins. "The Deadly
Game" will be directed by UPS
professor Rick Tutor.
The production is James Yaffe's
adaption of Frederick Duerrenmatt's
novel "Trapps". It will be UPS's
entry in the American Theatre
Festival.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. for all performances. Tickets are $4 general
admission, $3 for all students and
senior citizens. Reservations are recommended. Call the Inside Theatre
between 1-5 weekdays, 756-3329, for
more information.

Natalie Cole is
a cigarette smoker.
She's going to call it
quits during the
Great American
Smokeout. Join her
on November 20.
Because quitting is
easier when you do
it with a friend.

THE GREAT
AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT

COLE QUITS

American Cancer Society
This space contributed by the publisher.

Student Studied Turtles in
South Carolina Lab
By Virginia Boyer
Matt Warning, a junior biology major and mathematics minor, participated last summer in the Undergraduate Research Program of the
Savannah River Ecology Laboratory, near Aiken, South Carolina. Selection for the program was an honor for Warning, since out of 125
well-qualified applicants, less than ten were accepted. At this
prestigious, well-known laboratory, he had the opportunity to do original research, and to learn from scientists who are experts in ecology.
Ecology is the study of organisms as parts of whole environments; it
examines the relationships among life forms, rather than studying
them in isolation. The scientific discipline of ecology is different from
the political ecology movement, although they can be related in concept. As Warning states, "With a better understanding of the
environment comes a better chance for reasonable, mutually beneficial coexistence." He notes that the ecologists he has met tend to have
unusually diverse interests, possibly because of the holistic nature of
the ecological approach to biology.
For his research project, Warning designed a bioenergetics growth
model for turtles. These cold-blooded animals need to bask in the sun
ind dive in cool water in order to control their body temperature. The
ody processes of consumption, digestion, excretion, and respiration
temperature dependent. chanaine as the animal's body temperature
changes. Matt discovered that the turtle's ideal temperature for
survival seemed to be close to the temperature at which it grew the
fastest. Therefore, temperature regulation in turtles seems to be not
only for survival, but also for growth.
While it may not be immediately obvious how the study of turtles
can make a better life on our planet, Warning pointed out that his
study represents an advancement in the procedure of constructing
models by which to study biology, and it is also a step forward in general scientific knowledge. Research which furthers knowledge often
has indirect benefits; for example space research which sought to get
men on the moon has had many side benefits.
At the Savannah River Ecology Lab, Warning discovered that
research is much more difficult, slow, and complex than it appears
from the outside. He is concerned that goverment tunding tends to
support those projects that can show immediate results or benefits,
while long-range theoretical research, which may show no results in
the short run but many more in the long run, is not tunded.
Matt Warning admires scientists such as Linus Pauling and Albert
Schweitzer who are gifted in their own fields and also understands
other aspects of life. He feels that science students should get some
humanities experience to avoid tunnel-vision. He enjo‘ s sc ience more
when he spends some time in other fields; this blokes his mind open to
ideas, and makes him a better scientist.

Pianist Visits TSO

Tacoma Hosts Bolet
Acclaimed pianist Jorge Bolet,
whom many critics consider as one
of the few living superpianists, will
be guest artist at Tacoma
Symphony's second in a series of
free concerts, Friday, November 14
at 8 p.m.
Bolet's command of the keyboard
and his romantic virtuoso pianism is
most often compared to that of
Frans Liszt, whose works he often
performs and records. His RCA recording entitled "Liszt's Greatest
Hits of the 1850's" was named one
of the year's six best by stereo review. His recently released
recording of Carnegie Hall recital
has received wildly enthusiastic
reviews.

Mr. Bolet began studies in his native Cuba at the age of five and, at
twelve, became a student of David
Saperton at Philadelphia's Curtis
Institute of Music where he was the
first recipient of the prestigious
Josef Hofmann Award. He is the
third person ever to head the Piano
Departmetifat the renowned Curtis
Institute--his' predecessors having
been Josef Hofmann and Rudolf
Serk in.

Jorge Bolet, world-famous pianist,
will perform with the Tacoma
Symphony Orchestra.
Tacoma Symphony concerts are
held at the Life Center, S. 18 and S.
Union. Edward Seferian will be
conducting.
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Weekly Calendar

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6

1:30 pm — Football vs. North Dakota in
Baker Stadium

12:15 pm — Brown Bag Concert: "A

MO pm — Wesley Christian Fellowship, Kilworth Chapel

1.00, 1130, and 11:00 pm — Campus Film:
"The Black Stallion," a film directed
by Francis Ford Coppola, in Mc006.
Admission 50 cents with student ID.

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 7
12:15 pm —Student Recital in the
Recital Hall

6:00 and 8:30 pm — Campus Film: "The
Black Stallion," in Mc006. 50 cents

6:30 pm — Catholic Mass, Kilworth
Chapel

6:00, 8:30 and 11:00 pm — Campus Film:
The Black Stallion," a film directed
by Francis Ford Coppola, in Mc006.
Admission 50 cents.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8
Al day — Tours and Travels: Portland
Weekender; returns on Sunday,
information at Info Booth.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13
Celebration of Many Cultures;"
songs, dances, and poetry.
Presented by the UPS Foreign
Language Department, under the
direction of Professor Jacquie
Martin.

4:00 pm —

Volleyball vs. Central
Washington University

4:30 pm — Tuesday Tea and Sherry: a

kalpm—

Gala Opera Recital, in Music
Building Recital Hall

discussion on the faculty load and
the future of Winterim, preceded by
a debate on the subject between Bill
Douglas and Ken Wilman; in the
Langlow House

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 10

/Wm — Showcase: Eric Park, in the
SUB lounge
7:00pm — Wesley Christian Fellowship,
in the Kilworth Chapel

7:30 pm — Wheelchair Basketball: The
UPS Loggers (this year's team of
potential national champions) will
meet the Puget Sound Wheelhawks
in the Fieldhouse for a game of
Wheelchair Basketball. The
program is presented by the Student
Occupational Therapy Association.
All proceeds will go to the Loggers,
the SOTA, and the Wheelhawks,
who are members of the National
Wheelchair Basketball Association.

8:00 pm — Senior Recital in the Music

8.00 pm — Cultural Events: Concord

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12

String Quartet concert in
Fieldhouse. Admission: $1.50 with
student ID.

8:00 pm — Chamber Music for Voice

Building Recital Hall

8110pm — Inside Theater: "The Deadly
and Clarinet in the Recital Hall

Game," only $3.00 for students. See
story on page 12.

Brautigan Grants Rare Interview
Continued from Page 1
in Japan for a year after the promotional tour of the United States,
England, and France is finished.
After graciously accepting a
student's thanks for "saving her
sanity when she was a senior in high
school," and signing copies of his
works, he ended the lecture; he will
continue on to Mississippi and from
there to Oregon.

Interview
Awakening from a much-needed
nap an hour before Monday's
lecture to be interviewed for the
Trail, Brautigan's comments were, in
his words,"reflections of a mind not
totally awake." As he later remarked
to the audience, "I woke up and I
was being interviewed." Noted for
his shy avoidance of interviews and
evasive answers to most questions, I
thought perhaps he would be offguard in this sleepy state; I was
wrong. He remained his elusive
self, reluctant to offer any
information about himself beyond
his birthday. Still, he presented a
picture of himself not as a total
mystery, hermit, or recluse, but
rather as a friendly, gentle man
deeply concerned about human
problems
Born in Tacoma in 1935, he moved
away at the age of nine and returned
for the first time to lecture here. "It
was raining when I left and it's raining when I come back..." He began
writing at seventeen, his first work
was published at 23, and he has written eighteen books in the twentytwo years since. Until he began the
promotional tour, Brautigan was
living on a ranch in Montana and
dividing his traveling time between
San Francisco and Tokyo. These
places and his experiences there are
the sources for his writing, most
especially in Tokyo-Montana
Express. His affinity with Japan he
attributes to "an empathy with the
Japanese culture and people that
dates back for many years." As he
•

later explained in his lecture,"1 am
excited by the energy of the
Japanese people; I want to learn
from it."
"The different cultures of the
world have many things to offer us,"
observed Brautigan; he is eager to
accept these offerings and has
already prof itted from them.
Although he is "not a religious
person,"he noted that several philosophies which have come to him
through different cultures have
greatly influenced his thought and
writing: Northern Buddhism, existentialism, and metaphysics. His
writing, appraised by most critics as
pastoral and elegiac with themes of
alienation from modern society,
reflects these influences, and those
of a tremendous range of writers.
Brautigan declines to say which
have had the greatest affect on him;
"I don't carry a top ten around in my
head. If I were to begin, they (the
authors) would list in the hundreds
and I'd have to apologize to the

thousands left out." He said the
same of music; although during the
60s-70s he was extremely interested
in the music of the period, now he
listens to a range from Bach to Fleetwood Mac and has no absolute favorites.
Brautigan is often touted as a cult
hero and"poet of the young," but he
doesn't see himself that way at all.
He is not trying to write for a selective following; his primary concern,
he says, is "to write as accurately as
possible with integrity about life on
this planet." He sees himself not
only as a naturalist, as some would
classify him, but as a humanist; his
works are "examples of my concerns
on a human level...I deal with
eternal themes: life, death, spring,
Are his works
love..."
autobiographical? "They are a combination of imagination and autobiography, a comingling of all the
things it takes to make a human
being," responds Brautigan. "They

are reflections of the human condit
ion I write as a human being, subject to all the emotions that human
beings are subject to."
Richard Brautigan's writing is by
turns vulgar and sensitive, humorous and gloomy, and so much more;
and so is he. He remains an enigma
to those who do not read his works,
for in the contents of these are
found his views on life and the
answers to any question one could
ask. "I feel extremely pleased to live
in this age; I am extremely happy to
be an American," he states. At the
same time, he is "not pleased about
the violence in this land...ashamed.
What I feel about life on this planet
I put in my books; they (students)
will have to read them to find what
they want (from me)." What does he
want?
"I am interested in what
people believe; I want to learn about
people." This is his hobby, his work,
his life.

Here's to the profs to whom we plead
Here's to the grades that we need
Midterms have come to an end
A
V

Aarkiam
Style Innovator
Shop

ENCORE HAIR
r% PRESENTATIONS

C

1206 S. Proctor

759-3365
For Men and Women
Coll for AppoIntmonl
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-sports
Loggers Regroup
to Salvage Tight Season
By Greg Silvey
The U.P.S. Logger football team enjoyed their second weekend off
in the past three last Saturday, giving them a chance for some extra
preparation for their upcoming clash with the University of North
Dakota. The Loggers are 4-3 as they head into the final two weeks of
the season, and would like very much to notch another mark in the win
column to insure themselves a winning season.
The Loggers have been beaten in three of their last four games, but
the team continues to play competitively each week. Humbled in
their last two games by two nationally ranked teams, the Loggers will
certainly find their task no easier this week since North Dakota comes
to town fresh off a victory over the number two team in the nation in
Division II, the University of Nebraska-Omaha.
In their last outing, the Loggers fell victim to seventh ranked Cal
Poly-San Luis Obispo. Cal Poly's offense, led by running back Louis
Jackson's 124 yards, rolled up 381 yards total for the day while their
defense shut down the Loggers' running attack, holding them to just
fifteen yards. More importantly, the Mustangs were able to produce
twenty-four points, and were successful in keeping the Loggers out of
the endzone for the duration of the contest. That marked the first
shutout recorded against U.P.S. in their last ninety-five games.
As the season wanes, football's statisticians begin to glow with more
and more averages, yards per carry columns and the like in their
weekly tabulations. In this week's Logger Sports Release, the following interesting facts (or not so interesting if that's how you feel)
were found.
The Loggers have scored fourteen touchdowns in their seven games
and have allowed fourteen to be scored against them. They have
converted all their extra points but one, while their opponents have
been flawless in that aspect. Leading the scoring for the Loggers are
Keith Brown and Monty Laughlin each with thirty-two points.
The Loggers have produced an average of 276.7 yards per game, and
have given up just over 300 yards per game. Over half of the offensive yards the Loggers have produced this season have come off Steve
Hunt's passing. Hunt has passed for over 1000 yards this year, with a
.555 completion average.
Rick Lindblad leads all rushers with 363 yards and a 4.2 yards per
carry average. Keith Brown leads the receivers with thirty-one catches
for 375 yards. He's followed closely by his counterpart, Mike Bos,
with twenty-eight grabs for 444 yards.

Women Place Two
in X.C. Nat's.
By Eric Dillingham
The surprise and jubilation of the
U.P.S. women's cross-country team
was a result of an unexpected win at
Central Washington University's
invitational meet, held at a golf
course in Ellensburg on October
25th.
If anyone was more excited than
the girls, it was Coach Chris Luther.
Luther, the storytelling legend of the
cross-country team who was incredulous upon hearing the news, joined
whole-heartedly in the celebration
with the girls. Upon the team's
return to U.P.S, he let out an
exultant yell, "We won!"
At the course, the temperature
was a brisk 40 degrees when the
women started off. Angela French
and Cathy Parnell pushed ahead
early in the competition; both
finished strongly with places of third
and fifth, respectively. Angela is
isually the first finisher for the
'am, but her speed is not only due
natural talent; it is also due to an

unending devotion to the sport.
Cathy is a newcomer to crosscountry, having switched from field
hocker; she, too, is an extremely dedicated runner.
Other members of the team are
Cindy Peters, Nancy Egaas, Cindy
Henry, Lori Kelly, Laura Wood,
Joelleen Howard, Susan Burrow,
Cindy Smith, Rebecca Kuntz, Dianne
Thompson, and Virginia Benefiel.
Many of the girls put their best
efforts of the season into this meet.
The women completed their
season last Saturday at their
regional meet, held at the University
of Montana in Missoula. They finished sixth out of fourteen teams
with the two top women of the
U.P.S.squad making Nationals; the
two were Cathy Parnell (sixth) and
Angela French (eighth).
So for most of the team, the
regionals marked the end of a fine
season, but for Parnell and French,
the final trial is still to come.

I.M. Scoreboard
MEN'S SOCCER

MEN'S FOOTBALL

Regular Season Results

Regular Season Results

W L T t
W L T
Beaver Radiers
4 1 0 8
5 0 0 10
Freudian Slips
4 1 0 8
4 1 0 8
Tort Feasor
3 1 1 7
2 2 0 4 SAE
3 1 1 7
1 2 1 3 Golden Bears
2 0 3 7
1 2 1 3
Todd Hall
3 2 0 6
1 3 1 3 Outlaws
3 2 0 6
0 4 1 1
Beta Dragons
2 2 1 5
Regester
2 3 0 4
DIVISION 2
Fabulous Poodles
1 4 0 2
Sigma Nu
Sigma Chi Strikers
1 4 0 2
5 0 0 10
Kappa Sigma
0 4 0 0
SAE
4 0 1 9
Fat City
3 1 1 7
Quarter Haab
1 3 / 3
Phi Delts "A"
Freudian Slips over Golden Bear 2-0
Beta Woogies
1 3 / 3
1
4 0 2 Tort Feasors over SAE
18-8
Todd Hall
Thompson's All-Stars
0 4 0 0 Todd Hall over Outlaws
12-0
Beaver Raiders
Bye
Semi-finals
Semi-Finals
Beta Dragons over SAE
2-1 Freudian Slips over Todd Hall 36-8
Sigma Chi over Kappa Sigma
4-2 Beaver Raiders over Tort Feasors
DIVISION 1
Beta Dragons
Kappa Sigma
Physical Therapy
Sigma Nu
A/L
Regester
Smith/Schiff

Finals
Finals

Beta Dragons over
Sigma Chi Strikers

2-0 Freudian Slips over
Beaver Raiders

28-0

WOMEN'S FOOTBALL
Regular Season Results
Regester
Off-campus
Seward Sea hawks
Law School
Alpha Phi
Gamma Phitters
Kappas
Tenzler
A/L

W
4
4
3
3
3
2
1
1
0

L
0
1
1
1
2
3
2
4
4

Semifinals

T

#

1

9 Off-campus over Regester
12-6
8 Law School over Seward Sea hawks

0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0

14-8

7
7
6

Ftnals
Law School over Off-Campus

16-0
4
3
2 1# denotes total points (i.e. 2 for win, 1
tie, 0 for loss)
0

UPS Student Becomes
Rodeo Star for Vacation
By Jeff Crane
In an interview earlier this week, Sigma Nu John Thorne gave the impression of a typical fun-loving yet studious college student. And this
is true.
However, back home in California, John breaks his smiling personality and becomes a true-to-spittin' rodeo cowboy.
Originally from Palos Verdes, Thorne works during the summers and
weekends on the family ranch as a cowhand. Skills he develops at
work reinforces his rodeo prowess.
His claim to fame is not just because he is a cowboy, it is the fact
that he is a World-record holder. Along with his uncle and another
cowhand, Thorne holds a world-record iri rodeo "team-penning".
O.K., rodeo's publicity isn't the biggest in the nation so such things
as team-penning may not exactly grasp your undivided attention, but
to the rodeo world a world-record is just as important as a worldrecord in the 100 meter dash is to track and field. Little known to the
University, there is a World Champion amongst us.
John began working on the ranch when he was 11 and finally began
to get serious about rodeoing at the age of 14. Working on calfbranding and other cowhand chores he learned to rope, this naturally
led to competition.
As Thorne noted, "it took a lot of riding time" to be ready for major
competition. Shying away from other events, He concentrated mainly
on team-penning. The team-penning event consists of 30 head of
cattle and a team of 3 men. Each rider must "pen" three cattle into a
small corral in the middle of the lot within two minutes. Thorne's
team set the record at 43.14 seconds.
The competition is not the only element which attracts John to the
cowboy adventure — there is a little drinking to be had. According to
Thorne, "beer and wine do not exist, just hard liquor." Reckon them's
tough 'pokes down there.
In a natural state, John enjoys the "totally different" atmosphere
surrounding rodeos. He likes the good times it allows and he also feels
it is important to do a little rid in' now and agin.
So, yes, a true rawhide cowboy does exist on the U.P.S. campus —
just ask John Thorne.

Intramurals Wrap-Up
With Championships
By Edgar Elliott

In the past two weeks, three new
intramural championship teams
have emerged in men's and women's
football as well as soccer. In each of
these games, the victors shut out
their opponents. In soccer it was the
Beta Dragons defeating Sigma Chi 20; in men's football, E.O.B.F.&G.L.
crushed the Beaver Raiders 28-0; and
in women's football, Law School
shut out Off Campus 16-0.
The Beta Dragons and the Sigma
Chi strikers had their showdown on
October 25, on the Intramural Field.
A good crowd was on hand and saw
the Beta team apply consistent pressure the entire game. They had
reached the finals for the third
straight year and were determined to
win this one, suffering defeat at the
hands of Fat City in the previous
two. Sigma Chi had a number of
close scoring opportunities but they
were minimal in comparison to the I
attacks waged by the Dragons.
Flag-football finals were held on
Saturday, November 1. The womens
teams played first, and featured a
matchup of Law School and Off
Campus. Law School came into the
finals after beating Seward in the
semi-finals 12-6, thus obtaining
revenge from the team that was responsible for their only defeat of the
season. Off Campus reached the
finals after defeating the perrenial
power in the league, Regester 12-6.
This semi-final contest was
extremely close and won on a
broken play scramble by the Off
Campus quarterback, on the last
play of the game. The championship game however, was not as

close. Law School had previously
given Off Campus its only loss of the
season, 6-0. Law School, utilizing
the speed of its quarterback, used
the sweep effectively to score two
second-half touchdowns. Off
Campus threatened with one long
drive, but ran out of downs deep in
Law School territory.
Shortly after the women's final
was over, E.O.B.F.&G.L. and the
Beaver Raiders took the field to
battle for the men's flag-football
championship. This game was a
rematch of the two teams who met
earlier in the year and saw the
Beaver's win on a long pass, 6-0.
This was not to be the story again.
E.O.B.F.&G.L. scored the first two
times they had the ball and didn't let
up. They scored two more secondhalf touchdowns and won 28-0.
E.O.B.F.&G.L. finished the season on
a tear. They defeated Todd in the
semi-finals, 39-8, and finished the
year with an 8-1 record. Their
offense featured a good balance of
passing and rushing. Their defense
was equally impressive, as
E.O.B.F.&G.L., dominated most of
their opponents.
Recognition and appreciation is
due to the Intramural Department
for their handling of the intramural
program this fall. The department is
well orgainized and sympathetic to
the concerns of the participants in
the program. They have also
attempted to improve the levels of
communication between the
students and the department. They
have done this by issuing an Intramural Bulletin, keeping students up
to date on intramural activity.

Soccer Ends Season
By Eric Dillingham
John Duggan's soccer team
finished up what has been their best
season in UPS history. The team has
an impressive record: 11 wins, five
losses and three ties. Coach Duggan
said their best achievement this year
was a 1-1 tie against Simon Fraser
University, which was ranked fifth
in the nation in the NAIA.
The UPS strongpoint this year was
its depth. In previous seasons, there
were not enough players to cover
the injury-ridden team, but this year,
there were plenty of entering freshmen. With so much young talent, the
future seasons might even be an improvement on this season. The squad
has more than just size and talent; it
has spirit and closeness, the two
essentials that compose a team.

The team is rich with outstanding
players. Mike Finn is the team's leading scorer. He is backed up by rightwinger brute robinson, midfielder
Chris Martin, sweeperback Matt
Green, goalie Mark Cambell and the
dynamic Dutch duo of Lau Eesteen
and Paul Jona.

Election Analysis
Continued from Page 2
Reagan be?
Reagan, who at 69 years of age is
the oldest man ever elected to the
nation's highest office, appears to be
a politician open to a wide spectrum
of advice, however conservative his
appeal to voters.
Reagan has been swept into office
in large part because of voter
dissatisfaction with the Carter's
administration's economic recored.
Reagan, throughout his campaign,
offered a strikingly radical
alternative. Reagan will attempt to
enact a three-year, 30 percent cut on
personal income taxes, reduce
federal spending by ten percent by
1985 and increase spending for
defense in addition to balancing the
budget by 1983. What this portend
for social programs long held dear
by the Democratic majority in
Congress is uncertain.
Surprisingly, Reagan, in his first
moves since his election became
certain, has shown a desire to work
with the opposition. For example, in
the area of national secur;ty, Reagan
will draw on the assistance of three
prominent Democrats during the
transition: Senator Henry Jackson of

Stuckey Resigns
Cont. from page 1
stitute, a project voted into existence the year Stuckey served on the
executive committee for WACUBO.
The Institute provides updated
information in areas of financial
management and serves to enhance
the management skills of business
officers in higher education.
Stuckey has held numerous posts
in area service organizations. Among
these are past president and member of the Board of Tacoma Urban
League, the Tacoma-Pierce County
Economic Development Board and
the Tacoma Rotary Club.

Rifts and
Chords
Continued from Page 10
Each is working on their own
individual sound. See them and then
make your decision. Also, watch for
more on these groups in coming
editions of the Trail.
Digger's Tavern is bringing several
of the best bands in the Northwest to
the Tacoma area in the near future.
Most notable are Strypes and the
Blackouts, among others. Strypes
contains former members of the
Seals Brothers and plays original
rock 'n' roll songs. The Blackouts
recently opened the B-52's show in
Seattle. They're both worth seeing.

TACOMA TAVERN SCENE
Diggers Pogo-A-Gogo:
The Strypes on Nov. 6,7,8
The Blackouts; Nov. 13,14,15
The Smoldering Remains:
Third Annual Punk Costume Party
on November 14
Digger's on Nov. 15
No Cheese Please:
Hibble and Hydes on Nov. 13-15
The Haven on Nov. 21-22
Friar Tucks on Nov. 27-29
Rachel's on December 2-6

Up to 80% OFF
SUPER COAT SALE

A DIFFERENT JANUARY ?
Fiji Islands and New Zealand with
E leen Solie, biologist, and Aileen
and Bob Albertson. Thirty-four
days of non-credit study in the
South Pacific. If interested: call
756-3268 or attend a meeting
Tuseday, November 11, @ 7:00 pm
at 2915 N. 28th. The trip will be coordinated through Personal Choice
Travel Service, 708 Pacific Avenue,
Tacoma.

Washington, former Senator Richard
Stone of Florida, and Washington
attorney Edward Bennett Williams.
Williams was a leader in the
rebellious move last summer to
throw open the Democratic
convention and nominate someone
other than President Carter.
But enough is enough. We wish
the new President-elect the best of
luck.

.0

FACTORY OVERSTOCKS. CLOSEOUTS & IRREGULARS
WOMEN'S LONG. PETITE AND SHORT COATS
ALSO MEN'S RAINCOATS AND JACKETS $19.00

HUGE ONE-DAY SALE
Saturday November8th
7:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Stritri/oiv
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PETE 'S FOREIGN AUTO REPAIR
ASK ABOUT OUR TUNE-UP SPECIAL
FOR YOUR MAKE OF CAR
FREE RIDE BACK TO CA MPUS

EXCELLENT SERVICE AT A FAIR PRICE

30.•
1222 South Sprague
gu
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By Peck Field

5 72.3768
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JUNIOR
SIZES

MISSY
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HALF
SIZES
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LINGs

EARLY BIRD SPECIALS
Selected Group of
Plenty of Parking
Do No Use
Humane Society Lot

BLAZERS . . .

JUST 96-$24
2920 South Steele St.

Irregulars & Samples

Up to 80% OFF

Half Block East of
Center Street Behind
Humane Society

THE COMBAT ZONE
New Winterim Catalogue for 1981!!
ART

COMMUNICATION & THEATRE ARTS

CRAYOLA CREATIONS

THE CHAUTAUQUA PHENOMENOM

Robert Vogel

ART 464

1-1 30 mwf

the first week of the course will be spent doing absolutely
nothing. By the end of the second week. one will have
reviewed anything one may have forgotten from the first
week. At the end of the second week. a twenty-page paper.
and six drawings of Professor Ron Fields' face using
fluorescent green crayons will be due. The third and fourth
weeks will explore the techniques of drawing snowmen. A
final exam will cover all material discussed during the first
two weeks
Designed for majors
Prerequisite an IQ of less than 75 (which should not
exclude any of the majors)
Course format Undecided

Kris Davis

HUMAN PARASITOLOGY
S. Scheffield

BIO 210

5a.m.-7a.m. smtw

SurTzey of Professor of Mathematics Ron Van Eckevort
during the waking hours of the morning .

9-3 Daily

Just what happened with Ted Kennedy at the Chautaugua
Bridge? Interpersonal communication techniques in midair at 55 mph and the panic syndrome will be experienced
and discussed. The course will conclude with a rousing
speech by Jeff Bland on national health insurance and a
competitive Jimmy Carter dartboard tournament.

Designed for the 'Gamma Phis
Prerequisites: See ART 464, under prerequisites
Course format: Lecture. papers

Designed for Republicans for John Anderson.
Prerequisites: Must be Catholic and own a car
NOTARIZED LIABILITY RELEASE REQUIRED FOR
REGISTRATION

Chris Rideout

COMPARATIVE SOCIOLOGY
RESOLUTIONS
L. Grunberg

BIOLOGY

cta 264

csoc 375

This course will teach every student how to make 'em and
break 'em when New Year's Eve rolls around. Extensive
interplay with CHEM 102 (Scientific Glassblowing) in order
to get pumped for that last day of the year. A series of
quality films will be shown, including "Ordinary
Professors," "Who's Afraid of Esther Wagner?," and "Rip
Van Eckevort."
Designed for the Economics Department faculty
Prerequisites: Attendance at three or more all-campus
parties at the Beta House during the past year.
Course Format: Lecture. discussion. films

BUSINESS & PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Roy Polley

INTRODUCTION TO LOBLOW
BPA 518

12-3 Daily

D B. Cooper, Richard Nixon. and David Droge all will make
guest appearances and explain how to tell the government
to shove it and make sure it doesn't hear you. As this class
will include an investigation of the intricacies of the
income tax form, dictionaries will be essential. A tour of
Tacoma City Hall will end up in Mayor Mike Parker's office.
who will explain the legalities behind illegal actions.
Designed for housewives and businessmen.
Prerequisites . BPA 418 (Cheating Your Wife)
Course format: Lecture (bring pillows). One 250-page
dissertation; one six-hour exam.

CHEMISTRY
CHEM 102

3-5 mtw

7:30-12 Daily

The caffeine/computer relationship and how to keep your
terminal wired are topics for discussion. Students can plan
on sleeping in each morning as Jerry won't make it until
eight or nine anyway. Students will write programs to
calculate the approximate number of hairs in Dale
Mueller's beard. to spell Professor Riegsucker's name
correctly. and to explore the correlation between the birth
rate of the dodo bird and the number of hours actually
worked by Plant Department personnel.

Designed for alcoholics
Prerequisites: Must have chugged one pint of tequila while
standing on head
Course format: Heavy, intense discussion.

RENEWED VERSIONS OF THE AMERICAN PASTOR
1-4 w

ENG 516

This is the slackest class in the catalogue, so hurry to sign
up, before it fills! The course will focus on a comparative
study on the techniques of Billy 'Graham and of Craig
'Gunter. Each week Professor Rideout will feature a
different sermon, complete with hellfire. brimstone. and
the Osmond family .
Designed for nun-majors
Prerequisite: Senior standing
Course format . Students will give three sermons and
attend three confessions
SIGNATURE
OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED FOR
RESURRECTION

HISTORY
CALICULA: A FALLEN EMPIRE
T. Taranovskii R. Hartley

HIST 123

4am-1pm tfs

A detailed examination of the atrocities committed during
the Caligulan Empire. Explicit consideration will be given
to the development of sexual mores. Special guest
lecturers will be Marilynn Chambeis and Peter's O'Toole
Designed for non-Puritans. Fulfills Oral Communication
Core requirement
Prerequisites: Psych 200
Course format: Daily demonstrations
SIGNATURE OF PARENT REQUIRED FOR REGISTRATION

NUTRITION & TEXTILES
TACOMA. TACOMA!
L. Jacobs/A. Sinclair

NUTVid

Travel

This course will invgate
en the source of Tacoma's aroma
and will find itsev. in the UPS Fieldhouse during football
practice. An e „.amination of terry cloth towels and cotton
jerseys will be' ..lade. A twenty-one page thesis on the
effects o f,,4erspiration on cotton and polyester blends will
be due at tlf,end
c of the third week

Designed for Kurt Wagner
Prerequisites: A love for Mrs. Olsen
Course format: Whenever we get to it

HOW TO COUNT
Michael Veseth

This course is a cover-up for a Mafia-operated beer
manufacturing corporation that will make the Kappa Sigma
Brewery look like a backyard still. Students will produce
750 cases of Logger Lager daily, and drink three of them
weekly. A paper will be required on the effects of the
consumption of alcoholic beverages on the brain.

he Combat Zone is intended as a
satirical work and has, as such, been
set off from the rest of this
newspaper. Any resemblance to any
person, place, or other entity, with
or without satirical intent, is strictly
coincidental .

CSCI 000

ECONOMICS

SCIENTIFIC .GLASSBLOWING
Keith Berry

Jerry Kerrick

ENGLISH

1-3 Daily

Designed for minor non-majors.
Prerequisites: A strong stomach
Course format: Students will need four boxes of No-Doz.
No papers required as no one will bother to read them.

CHEATING THE IRS

glorious professors. Topics will include EST (Every Single
Thing) and mirror analysis. Guest speakers will be Dean
Tom Davis and Professor Rob ,Garratt.

Fees: $ 1 97G.G3 (for chartered Tacoma Metro bus)
ECON 305

10-4 Daily

For Economics students who missed their basir. ^ .fn
somewhere along the w2y• ous course will focus on
methods of achia,ffig superiority over the difficulties of
.-,umbers in order. The course will use Veseth's
Introductory Macroeconomics and its Applications Using
the Fingers and Toes.
Designed for Professor of Math David Scott
Prerequisites: Must have all fingers and toes
Course format: Frequent excursions to Mason Junior High
School

HOW TO FIND WORK AS AN ILLITERATE COLLEGE
GRADUATE
Watson Wade

01 530

10-5 m

If it can work for Daniel Bischel. it can work for you!
Designed for Math majors
Prerequisites: An evening with Bob Matthews
Course format, Will depend heavily on the entire series of
Dr. Seuss books.

PHILOSOPHY

EDUCATION
Narcissism
Grace Kirchner/Anne Enquist ED 111

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

2-3 mf

The focus of the course will be the professors. Each week,
a paper will be due which must describe in a highly
complimentary fashion a different aspect of one of the

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE DIAMETER OF THE
MOON TO THE FREUDIAN SYMBOLISM FOUND IN
THE WORKS OF WEBER AND THE CONSEQUENCES OF 'GOLFING IN THE RAIN
John Magee

PHIL 450

2-5 m

Please Turn to pg. 15, col. 2.

Volleyball
Continued from Page 14
tain and a good floor leader who
communicates well."
She then talked of freshman girls
who are performing well, "Tammy
Brown is the exclusive setter and a
smart player who calls many of the
plays herself, while Lisa Cook is the
finest hitter UPS has."
"Volleyball's a team sport where
playing together may be more important than in any other sport; there
are really no stars."
This weekend they'll travel to
Oregon where they will meet their
true test of how they stand on their
quest for one of the two indepedent
Regional bids.

Ski Team Workouts
Scheduled
Ski team conditioning practices
are held on Baker Field (in the end
zone) from Monday through Friday
at 3:45 p.m. Anyone interested in
trying out for varsity ski team is
encouraged to attend. For further
information call Jerry Schwartz at
272-6112 or Mike McLeod at x4260.

Combat Zone:

Winterim Schedule Continued

Cont. from pg. 16.
This course will explore the relationship of the diameter of
the moon to the Freudian symbolism found in the works of
Weber and the consequences of golfing in the rain.

PSYCHOLOGY
See HiST. 123, "Caligula. The Fallen Empire

Designed for anyone with so little sense as to be unable to
tell when their intelligence is being insulted
Course format. Lecture. lecture. and more lecture

RELIGION
SHINTO AND DUNNO: A STUDY OF JAPAN AND
POLAND
Delmar Langbauer

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

ntscn

SKATING
David Balaam

PE 146

No class

REL 235

This class will solve the "I Dunno Shinto" syndrome.
Classtime (of which there is none) will be spent following
the little animals amongst the deep splendours of Phibbs'
Forest and selling flowers at the airport

1-5 twt

Basic instruction in disco skating in a democratic society.
Class must have a minimum enrollment of forty female
students

Designed to be the last course in this ridiculous catalogue
Prerequisites PSYCH 199 (Hypnotism and Brainwashing)
Couse Format . What: er Uncle Langbauer tells you to do

Designed for Homecoming Queens
Prerequisites Strong knees
Course format Activity

URBAN STUDIES

POLITICS & GOVERNMENT
See PE 146, "Disco Skatin

See NUTX, "Tacoma, Tacoma

7-11

UPS LUNCH SPECIAL
Eat like a logger
Sink your teeth into a
chili dogger"

$1.49

Chili Dog
Chips
20oz Drink

C

;'Hey Walter, Where's the flood?"
A

with UPS ID

Reg.
$2.09

Mon-F ri
11:
available at:
bd i an d Ald er only

6■Tictive:%r

,

001 An

Lspertente
at James Cenirr

Lama

410

We are open
for Breakfast
Lunch & Dinner
Our Specialties
Homemade Soups,
Pies and
Cinnamon Rolls
M011.

11111r %. 8 .1.M. III I I it

I it and Sat ti d.nt. - MidnittItt

',with. 9 amt.

).,r

•

II p.m.

bac/. .•It tnittIti,

565-34%

Do YOU want to look like Walter forever?
Then shop MR. RAGS for the latest Ml fashion.
Select Leathers up to 40Zoff

7104 6th Ave.

Select Jeans $1288 $14:88
-

564-1472

THE COMBAT ZONE
Anderson Wins Election!
Carter, Regan Dismayed and Angered

■

Norm Anderson, UPS Professor of
Geology, won a hotly fought contest for
the University President spot, a space
left open since Phibbs' resignation and
escape to Fox Island seven weeks ago.
Students and faculty seemed to
disagree with the campaign tactics of
the losing candidates Pris
Regan (Politics) and G. E. Carter-Sherls
(secretary in the Financial Aid office).
Anderson's first acts as Presidentelect were to confer with fellow
politicians Senator Willie Kennedy
(Plant Department -- Bridge
Construction Agency) and ex-President
Robert Ford (Professor of Education
and avid golf player). Anderson hoped
that this would show his willingness to
consult and cooperate with members of
both parties. Both of the politicians
tole Anderson to go to hell.
Anderson's next step was the

The COMBAT ZONE is intended as a
satirical work and has, as such, been set off
from the rest of this newspaper. Any
resemblance to any perso, place, or other
entity, with or without satirical intent, is
strictly coincidental.

unveiling of the final draft of the 50/50
plam, which would reduce 50% of the
football scholarships and add fifty
dollars to each Trail reporter's salary, in
an effort to conserve physical energy
and to save the frail. He also proposed
to initiate a solar energy program by
cutting a great,big hole in the ceiling
above Al Egger's office.
Anderson's victory was a surprise
ending to a Presidential race which has
been noted for the open mudslinging
between the two candidates. CarterSherls touched off the debate by
attacking the conservative liberal arts
views of her opponent and "the horse
manure that the coremongering Regan
is spreading all over Jones Hall." Regan
responded by citing the "misery index,"
saying that the sum of the average
student GPA and the average number
of courses passed had never been as
low as 2.3 in all of UPS history.
Regan also sparked the election
during the past months with her
infamous blunders. She infuriated the
History Department by recognizing the

Asian Studies Department. History Prof
David Smith argued heatedly,
"Everyone knows that the Asian Studies
program is under the provincial
direction of the History Department."
Last May she touched off a furor by
suggesting a blockade of Greek Row in
response to the invasion of the Trail
office by the Alpha Phis. She also
insisted that God hears the prayers of
Michael Veseth just like everyone
else's; in addition she argued that
Chemistry professors and grass blades
cause pollution. To reconcile for this,
Regan attempted to steal union votes
away from her opponent — by shaking
hands with Plant Department
personnel, who became irate for being
aroused repeatedly from their slumber.

CLASSIFIED
Job wanted. Middle-aged, former executive
lookingfor job in any available areas. Experience as peanut farmer and former governor.
Will also be willing to shovel horse manure.
Cannot start before January 22, 1981

Pav/

cheap. Call 555-5555 collect.

LOSERS' BLUES
(UPI) New Orleans Saints fans can
show their spirit without showing
their faces. Robert Lecompte is the
spiritual leader of a growing group
called the "Aints" — the name of a
team that has lost its "S" and an
expression of all that is negative.
In honor of the winless N.F.L.
Saints, Lecompte is marketing
specially printed paper bags — just
the size to hide one's head. The
white paper bag has a black-andgold football helmet painted on it
and a question mark. There are
perforated places for eyes, nose, and
mouth. Painted tears run from the
eyes — down to the team's worst-ever
record.

(Editor's note: Could anyone come
up with some similar ideas for last
year's baseball team?)

The time is now.. .
Whether you like it or not.

Reagan
Bush
COMING SOON:

"The China Syndrome"
Paid for by the Moral Majority

